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upfront | president’s message

Share A Rewarding Experience

W
Welcome
PeopleTalk.

S ummer

One way we do t his is t hrough
the use of total rewards to keep our
organizations competitive in attractAs your new BC HRMA president,
ing and retaining employees. It is a
I am excited about the opportunity to
constant challenge to ensure that reward
represent our association, work more
systems align with employee needs, expecclosely with our hard working staff
tations and an organization’s compensaand lead the efforts of your Board of
tion strategy all within a global context.
Directors.
This issue of PeopleTalk delves deeper
Over the past two years, the Board has
into the dialogue around “Total Rewards”
thrived under the strong leadership of
and I hope you find it helpful as you
outgoing president Mike Cass who has
consider your own challenges and best
done an amazing job in every regard. I
practices.
would like to take this opportunity to
Heading into Fall, your Board of
thank Mike, as well as acknowledge our
Directors will be be exploring the total
group of dedicated directors who have
rewards of being a BC HRMA member as we
worked hard to move our association
strive to be relevant and innovative in our
forward strategically.
Shannon Joly, CHRP
program offerings.
What I have come to truly appreciate is
In this spirit, you can expect to see me and other directors out
the dedication that human resources professionals have for their
profession—and how this passion translates into strategic initia- and about at regional events throughout the province. We are
tives, programs and policies that align with organizational busi- looking to connect with as many members as possible to ensure
our direction is truly reflective of your needs. We are here to
ness goals and results.
It is always a pleasure to volunteer alongside like-minded hear you.
In the meantime—and when we meet—I encourage you to
people who are passionate about what they do. For the past 15
years I have volunteered for BC HRMA at the regional, provincial share your vision for taking HR, and your membership value, to
the next level.
and national level.
The total rewards of the volunteer experience might be
immeasurable—but then so are the energies volunteered. Shannon Joly, CHRP
Translating those energies volunteered freely into paid organi- President, BC HRMA
zational performance might be considered the ambition of any sjoly@bchrma.org
Publipac
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editor’s message
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The Full Sum of Total Rewards
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	Chief Executive Officer	
Senior Manager,
Professional Practice

”Total Rewards Strategies That Work - For Everyone”

(p.20) do exist, albeit in a variety of shapes and sizes.
What was once the mark of innovation amongst
forward-thinking companies is now the benchmark for
success in the post-2008 world. As a result, businesses
large and small are taking a closer look at questions
of compensation and culture alike— and translating
their answers into more aligned, alluring offers for new
hires and existing employees.
We reached out across the province and up to the
Yukon to ask BC HRMA members “What makes your
organization’s total rewards offering unique?” (p.10).
For those companies that have aligned the five key
Jason McRobbie
elements of total rewards with their organizational
culture, HR and business strategy, the benefits are clear. Moreover, those benefits
are measurable—engaged employees and better business results.
However, real world implementation faces challenges, many of which we
delve into in this issue of PeopleTalk. Compensation is by no means the sole focus.
However, while money may not be all that matters in the larger total rewards
picture, “Finding the Right Salary Survey” (p.42) is key; Vincent Chow and Peter
Saulnier offer up an ‘apples to apples’ overview to put you on the right course.
Beyond the numbers, the tr ue scope of total rewards speak to the
workplace itself.
One thing is certain, the answer requires a step outside the box, both in terms
of recruitment as per Lindsay Macintosh’s contribution (p. 30), as well as the
acknowledgement and motivation of your existing team. In that department,
Isabelle St-Jean makes a strong case for “Rewards and Recognitions” (p.28) geared
to ignite the intrinsic drive within each employee.
From “The Value of Non-Monetary Compensation” (p.19) explored by Jane
Terepocki to the psychological safety of your workplace (p.38) as highlighted by
Cori Maedel, culture is a core component of consideration. Eitan Sharir tackles the
topic directly with “Culture and the Bottom Line” (p.32) and poses the question,
does your culture punish or reward?
The answer to that question, according to the results of the Canadian
Management Centre’s Build a Better Workplace report, might be more punishing
than many expect. In “How Well Do Leaders Communicate Change?” (p.34),
John Wright addresses the fact that a full 58 per cent of Canadian employees are
dissatisfied with how change is communicated—and offers some simple solutions
designed to improve communications, engagement and productivity as a result.
Ultimately, the solutions with which we emerge are hinged upon the
questions we ask.
In this light, we revisit the plenary stage of BC HRMA’s Conference and
Tradeshow (p.14), where questions and the power of ‘why?’ very much owned the
spotlight.
That said, we close this issue by asking a few illuminating questions of our
own to Cindy Dopson—BC HRMA Award of Excellence: HR Professional of the
Year for 2013.
Jason McRobbie
editor, PeopleTalk
jasonmcr@telus.net
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contributors
Each issue of PeopleTalk draws upon the HR expertise Lindsay Macintosh, CHRP
of our Advisory Council and the editorial acumen “Recruit Beyond
the Job Board” p. 30
of thought-leading professionals. Here are just a
Lindsay Macintosh, CHRP, graduated
few of those who added to the ‘Total Rewards’ of with a B.A. (Honours) from Queen’s
University. She has over 20 years
Summer 2013.

Anya Levykh

“Total Rewards: Building Strategies
That Work—For Everyone” p. 20
Anya Levykh is a freelance writer and
editor with a passion for food, wine,
people, and places. A regular feature
writer with PeopleTalk, Anya’s work
has also appeared in various local
newspapers and magazines. She is currently the managing editor
for CGA Magazine, the Vancouver reporter for EAT Magazine, and
has a weekly segment on CBC Radio One’s afternoon drive-home
show, On the Coast. Anya lives in Vancouver with her daughter
and an ever-growing collection of cookbooks. You can follow her
adventures and musings at www.foodgirlfriday.com.

Isabelle St-Jean

“Building Better Rewards
and Recognitions” p. 28
Professional speaker, author, life
and business coach Isabelle St-Jean,
RSW, ACC brings over 20 years of
com mu n icat ion, leader sh ip a nd
personal effectiveness experience to her
audiences, readers and clients. Founder of Inspired Momentum
(inspiredmomentum.com), she integrates leading edge ideas and
tools from the fields of psychology, philosophy, neuroscience
and human potential development. She is the originator and
co-author of the award-winning anthology entitled: Einstein’s
Business: Engaging Soul, Imagination and Excellence in the Workplace,
and her own book, Living Forward, Giving Back: A Practical Guide to
Fulfillment in Midlife and Beyond received great endorsements.

Peter Saulnier, CHRP and Vincent Chow

“Apples to Apples: Finding the Right Salary Survey” p. 42
Peter Saulnier, CHRP and Vincent Chow
are partners with Logan HR Management
Inc., a consulting firm specializing in career
transition (outplacement), compensation,
and performance management. Peter has
consulted in many areas of HR, specializing
in career transition, compensation, and
organizational development. Vincent has
worked in human resources for almost 20
years, with a focus on compensation, career
structure development, and performance
management. He was previously director
of total rewards for a large, diverse North
American company which received
numerous top employer awards.

experience in payroll and benefits in
the retail, food service, and logging
industries. Lindsay served as advisor on HR policies/procedures
and volunteer co-ordinator for non-profit organizations as well
as interviewer for Volunteer Richmond’s 2010 Information and
Volunteer Program.

Jane Terepocki, CHRP

“The True Value of NonMonetary Compensation” p. 19
Jane Terepocki, CHRP is a recruiter
and trainer in the human resources
department at Mountain Equipment
Co-op — Canada’s leading outdoor
retailer (mec.ca). She takes pride
in building collaborative, long-term relationships, and
understanding the nature of the issues people face so that she
can improve their employment experience. Jane is a member
of the International Leadership Association and has attended
conferences in the USA and Europe.

Eitan Sharir

“Culture and the Bottom Line:
Do You Reward or Punish?” p. 32
Based in Vancouver, BC, Eitan Sharir
is a highly respected business advisor,
corporate culture and leadership coach,
accomplished keynote speaker and
founder of Dynamic Achievement
Group (dynamicacheivement.com), an organization committed
to corporate leadership excellence. Eitan provides clients with a
distinctly unique approach to corporate culture and leadership
management, ultimately leading to higher levels of leadership
performance. Since 1994, Eitan has worked with thousands of
corporate leaders and their respective teams in various industries
all over the world.

Cori Maedel, CHRP

“Is Your Workplace
Psychologically Safe?” p. 38
Cori Maedel, CHRP, MBA, PCC, CEC
runs the Jouta Performance Group and
has 25 years of diverse professional
e x p e r ie nc e i n H R a nd b u si ne s s
development. She takes the often
overwhelming subject of HR and delivers practical and realistic
tools for small- to medium-sized business owners. A professional
speaker, Cori is also a contributor to The Globe and Mail, Business
in Vancouver, Vancouver Courier, CIO Magazine, HR Reporter, IAAP
and HRVoice.org, and has appeared on Breakfast Television.
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people & perspectives

What is the most unique aspect of your organization’s
Lori Rilkoff, CHRP

Brian Bonia

Gena Teesdale, CHRP

HR director
City of Kamloops

HR director
Yukon College

compensation analyst
Prospera Credit Union

Lori Rilkoff, MSc, CHRP is the HR director at
the City of Kamloops. As a 2010 BC HRMA
Innovation Award finalist, Lori was recognized for her work with the City’s employee
wellness program, Wellness Works. In 2011,
she was selected to be a member of the Excellence, Innovation and Wellness Advisory
Committee for Excellence Canada. Lori is
currently a member of the Central Interior
Advisory Council and has been involved with
BC HRMA for over 18 years.
As one of the City’s five principles,
innovation was the basis of the unique
change we recently made to our long service award program. We’ve gone from the
standard gift selection from a third party
vendor to creating one that is community-focused, supporting the City’s own
programs, community groups, and local
artists.
Based on their years of ser v ice,
employees are given choices of tickets to
the Kamloops Symphony or to Western
Canada Theatre Company productions,
or passes to our City fitness and aquatics
facilities. If employees choose local art
as their gift choice, they are given a certificate to take to local art galleries where
they can make their personal selection.
They also have the opportunity to donate
the value of their gift to the City’s United
Way campaign or to a registered charity of
their choice.
As a municipal government, through
this program we are able to support our
community while recognizing our employees’ contributions and years of service.

As director of HR with Yukon College, Brian
is an HR professional with a track record of
providing support and risk mitigation at a
strategic level. He also serves as an advisor
to BC HRMA’s Yukon Advisory Council.
Exercising passions for communications,
performance management, and relationship
development, Brian provides coaching,
direction and support to his inter nal
clients—and is responsible for all aspects of
recruitment, as well as employee and labour
relations.
While impressed by the generosity of
the paid leave programs available to all
our staff, for me, the Volunteering Leave
program sets us apart. It supports the
employee and promotes the College’s
participation in the community.
Within this leave program, staff who
have taken on certain roles for national
or international events are eligible. If
such an event is being hosted in the
Yukon, our staff may take up to 15 days
paid leave leading up to and during the
event. During the recent Arctic Winter
Games, a number of our staff stood out as
project managers for their contributions.
We’ve seen capacity grow through these
experiences, which may not have been
available in their staff role.
M o r e o v e r, f o r e m p l o y e e s w h o
continue to pursue amateur athletics as
competitors, coaches or referees, they are
able to represent the Yukon at such events
without loss of pay or loss of vacation
time.

Gena Teesdale, BBA, CHRP is the compensation analyst for Prospera Credit Union and
has worked in a variety of positions within
the financial services industry for nearly ten
years. Holding her CHRP designation, in her
spare time, Gena volunteers with BC HRMA
and is becoming a Toastmaster. Her vision for
the future of HR involves harnessing the power
of talent, culture, and leadership to create a
vibrant workplace where inter-generational
groups can work collaboratively.
Prospera recognizes that employees
play an integral role in our success and
future growth, and that it’s important
that we support employees with programs
that fit their lifestyle. Married, single, or a
single parent the flexible benefits program
can be tailored to individual needs while
taking advantage of tax-effective choices.
Flexible benefits allow employees to
choose their preferred level of coverage
in dental, extended health, MSP, life and
accidental death & dismemberment insurance, and short & long term disability
coverage. Our plan features a coordinating
option allowing employees to spend flex
dollars where they add value, rather than
spending on duplicate coverage available
through a spouse’s plan.
A great feature of the plan is if employees have flex dollars remaining after
selecting benefits they can deposit them
into a Health Care Spending Account,
an RRSP, or purchase additional vacation
days. This plan provides the optimum
level of flexibility for our employee’s
needs.
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Total Rewards offering?
Peter Tonkin, CHRP, CMS

Jania Picton, CEBS

HR manager
Mission Group Enterprises Ltd.

compensation and benefits manager
Canadian Forest Products Ltd.

Peter Tonkin, CHRP, CMS, AIBS(SI) is the human
resources manager for Mission Group Entrprises
Ltd. based in Kelowna, and has over 20 years of
HR generalist and compensation experience in
the hospitality, forestry, government and banking
industries. The experience of leading and being
involved in numerous total compensation related
projects prompted him to follow his passion and
complete his Compensation Management Specialist designation through the International
Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans. Peter
is an active member of the Southern Interior
BC HRMA community.
Getting back to compensation basics
and communicating what actually goes on
behind the scenes! Total compensation, as
any seasoned HR professional knows covers
many facets. All good organizations conduct
compensation surveys, upgrade salary levels
and report compensation trends to senior
executives. How often do regular employees
actually know that this is happening?
Having recently moved into a role in
a newly merged company gearing up for
some exciting expansion, my initial task
was to conduct a compensation review to
ensure market competitiveness, internal
equity and introduce and update variable
pay programs.
The process, methodology, results and
new incentive programs were well communicated to all employees. The anticipation,
as it always is when it affects employee compensation, was high. The end result was well
worth the effort. Employees engagement
increased and a lot of niggling compensation
issues were resolved. Seeing the behavioral
change was an incredible experience.

Jania Picton, CEBS, is the compensation
and benefits manager for Canadian Forest
Products Ltd. (Canfor) with 15 years experience working with compensation, benefit and
pension programs. In 2006, she achieved her
Certified Employee Benefit Specialist (CEBS)
designation through Dalhousie University and
the International Foundation of Employee
Benefit Plans. Canfor is a leading Canadian
integrated forest products company and celebrates its 75th anniversary in 2013.
With a robust total rewards package
including a competitive salary, comprehensive benefit plans, and pension, Canfor
invests in its greatest asset: its employees. All salaried employees also enjoy a
short term incentive plan and a wellness
program that pays partial reimbursement
for gym memberships.
However, we believe the greatest
aspect of our total rewards package for our
employees is the opportunity for career
growth.
We encourage employees to apply for
apprenticeships as well as to obtain professional designations such as the Certified
Human Resources Professional (CHRP)
and Certified General Accountant (CGA).
The size and diversity of our company,
with offices in Canada, the U.S. and overseas, provides many opportunities for
employees to grow and develop their skills.
We work hard to help employees develop
their leadership skills so today’s employees
can become tomorrow’s leaders, and many
leadership roles within the company are
filled by internal promotions.
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upfront and online
BC HRMA LinkedIn Weighs In...
on Resume Pet Peeves

Getting From Here to There
By Marshall Goldsmith
No matter how much you have achieved, to get to
the next level you are going to have to get even better. My personal-coaching clients are either CEOs or
executives who have the potential to become CEOs
in major organizations. They have already achieved
mega-success and are fully committed to getting
even better. I will share with you the same insights
that I share with them.
hrvoice.org/getting-from-here-to-there/

Raquel Love asks: What are your resume
pet peeves? Mine is CVs that go on and
on, listing every job ever done. If you’re
applying for a VP position, we don’t need
to know you worked at Wendy’s as a line
cook in 1982.
Cindy Dopson, CHRP responds: This
is a topic I could go on and on with. Top
picks for me include adding a picture of
yourself holding a martini at a social event,
listing all your hobbies and interests that
are completely unrelated (my favourite
example was, “converting people in my
workplace to my religion”), and using
flowery language to sound important
(another favourite example: “my career is
chronicled by meritorious achievements”).
Devon Hunt responds: So true! My
favourite is a candidate who claims to have
“attention to detail” in a CV containing
spelling/grammatical errors.
Karin Wills MA, CEC responds:
Articles like this make it so difficult for
human beings to submit effective resumes.
It is essentially a list of each ‘expert’s’
niggle point. Job applicants should not be
trying to guess what minor point might
irritate the first person that looks at their
application. If niggle points are going to
make or break a person’s opportunity for
a role, we can only hope that objectivity
wins the day.

Top BC HRMA Tweets
Visit our youtube channel (ht.ly/kRMGC)
to see videos highlighting finalists and
recipients of the 2013 Professional Awards.
Get Youth Working Hiring Incentive
Program Extended: ht.ly/kUiaZ
RT @PartnersforMH: Today marks
the launch of our #NotMyselfToday
#workplacemh campaign! Get involved:
bit.ly/11V5kDK
RT @TLNT_com: Job Titles Gone Wild –
Why It’s Silly to Call Yourself ‘Director of
Fun” tlnt.com/2013/05/24/job… via
@TLNT_com
RT @firstreference: eHarmony online
dating site will be matching job applicants
with employers – Is that a good idea?
wp.me/p2OJNr-4Wr
12 p e o p l e t a l k | S u m m e r 2 013

Employee Choice vs. Flexible Benefits
By Dan Eisner

Human resources professionals are focused on
addressing challenges which are becoming increasingly complex, but why are many of the solutions
available in the market somewhat stale or limited?
In particular, to respond to the different needs and
desires of a diverse (and increasingly scarce) workforce, many organizations consider a “flexible benefits” program, but have preconceptions when hearing these words and abandon any further consideration of a flexible
benefits program. hrvoice.org/employee-choice-versus-flexible-benefits/

Add Impact to Corporate Giving: Engage With Goals
By Br yan de Lot tinville

Traditional objectives for workplace giving programs often
focus on reaching a (well-intentioned) monetary target for a
campaign or a cause. At the same time, most companies are
seeking to achieve broader measures of success from their
programs, particularly around employee engagement. Here’s
a new view: if you want to achieve greater employee engagement and ROI, you need to change your perspective on what
you’re doing. hrvoice.org/add-impact-to-corporate-givingengage-with-goals/

Creative Tactics for Succession Success
B y N at a li e M i c h a e l , CH R P
Most organizations these days are looking for ways
to develop their successors. For those looking for
something new, in a high impact/low risk way, here
are three creative succession tactics which can help
your organization to develop successors.
hrvoice.org/creative-tactics-for-succession-success/

For the Benefit of All (BC HRMA Members)

For more than 20 years, Kevin Jeffrey, FCHRP has helped
define the potential of HR, combining numeric know-how
with a passion for better people practices. We discuss the
inspiration for the new BC HRMA Employee Benefits Plan
and the bottom line for BC HRMA members.
hrvoice.org/kevin-jeffrey-fchrp-for-the-benefit-of-all-bchrma-members/

members’ corner

The Total Rewards of BC HRMA Membership
By Tim Read, CAE

A

s demonstrated throughout

this issue, total rewards in the
workplace are now multi-faceted, flexible, and often targeted
to satisfy specific employee segments.
Similarly, the ‘total rewards’ of belonging
to BC HRMA have never been stronger.
Our member benefits have evolved into
an array of products, services and programs unrecognizable from even the turn
of the millennium. Many are designed for
all members to benefit from while others
target specific segment needs.
BC HRMA’s broad spectrum of programs
are designed with one key goal in mind—to
advance your professional people practices.
At a personal level this translates into
enhancing the quality of your HR career in
both the short and long term. Whether it be
through pursuit of the CHRP designation,
other professional development, networking or volunteering, BC HRMA’s activities
are designed to help foster the growth and
mobility of any HR professional.

Visionary New Benefits
In other cases, the rewards of BC HRMA
membership are translated directly as
savings.
Custom-fit and bottom line focused,
the new BC HRMA Employee Benefits
Plan is a prime example. Featuring an
18-month guarantee and up to a 13 per
cent premium reduction in rates it brings
the added benefit of free BC HRMA professional development opportunities and
memberships. With the BC HRMA Vision
Plan, we partnered with Canada’ largest online retailer of glasses and contact
lenses, ClearlyContacts.ca, to develop
better vision benefits for our membership. What really makes this unique is
that it includes a free pair of designer
eyeglasses for you, your staff and families.
Whether you are a student, an emerging practitioner, mid-career professional
or senior leader, BC HR M A is your
association. Here’s a summary of the
membership benefits available:

than those you are not designated. BC HRMA
provides preparation courses, study groups,
exam sittings and support along the way.
HR Metrics Service—Stay ahead of
the knowledge curve with this groundbreaking data-source for monitoring
and comparing the effectiveness of your
HR strategies.
Job Board—BC HRMA’s online job board
is BC’s only targeted HR career site and is
exclusive to our members.

Key Events
BC HR MA Conference & Tradeshow—The largest HR event in Western
Canada brings together over 1,000 HR
professionals for two full days of learning,
networking and celebrating.
P rofessional Development—We
are the largest provider of HR-related
professional development courses in BC,
providing diverse, high-quality learning
opportunities including full and half-day
workshops, webinars, and symposiums.
Roundtables— Our free-to-member
roundtables are lively, popular events which
bring members together across our eight
regions to learn and discuss HR issues.
Mingles & Events — Leverage the
power of networking and connect with
practitioners at all levels.

Key Communications
HRVoice.org—The key hub for all
BC HRMA communications featuring an
ever-evolving editorial stream of professional insights, opinion and HR news.
PeopleTalk—As the province’s largest
HR publication, BC HRMA’s quarterly
membership magazine PeopleTalk delivers
thought leadership directly into members’
hands.
ResearchVOICE—Your best source of
information on key trends and effective
HR practices, with current white papers
and links to problem solving HR information sources.
Social media—Connect with us online
through BC HRMA’s Twitter, Facebook,
LinkedIn and YouTube sites.

members to enhance the professional
development of both.
Member Directory—This membersonly online service helps members expand
their network and make professional
connections.
Volunteering—Whether as an Advisory
Council member, roundtable lead, workshop host, committee member or on the
Board of Directors, hundreds of BC HRMA
members lend their time and energies to
support one another and their profession.
Advertising or Sponsorship —If
your organization needs to reach HR
professionals, there is no better targeted
route than through BC HRMA advertising
and sponsorship opportunities. Bundle up
for even better membership savings.

The Keys to Your HR Career
Career Path Tool—This online tool
provides the information to support
informed decisions about career opportunities, career paths and professional
development.
C a re er Adva ncement Net work
(CAN)—Offers employment-seeking members two methods of connecting with the
right people: online CAN Profiles or attending CAN roundtables (in select regions).
BC HRMA Professional Awards—
Recognize your fellow professionals with
this annual program. Categories include
the Rising Star Award, Awards of Excellence,
Fellow CHRP, and Honourary Life Member.
St ud e nt S chol a r sh ip s — St udent
members can benefit from scholarships
and bursaries BC HRMA offers through a
variety of post-secondary institutions.
M e m b e r s h i p D i s c o u n t s —Yo u r
membership provides valuable savings
on the cost of many BC HRMA offerings
ranging from $200 off annual Conference
registration and 30 per cent off professional
development registration. And don’t forget
the savings available from the recently
introduced BC HRMA Employee Benefits
Plan and BC HRMA Vision Plan.
Explore the total rewards of BC HRMA
membership at www.bchrma.org.

Key Services
CHRP Designation—Research shows
Certified Human Resources Professionals
(CHRPs) earn more and get promoted faster

Key Connections
Professional Mentoring Program—
Matches members one-on-one with other


Tim Read, CAE is BC HRMA’s Member
Relations Manager for the Southern Interior,
Central Interior, Northern and Yukon regions.
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BC HRMA Celebrates HR Excellence
By Jason McRobbie

On May 1, 2013, the BC Human Resources Management Association (BC HRMA) announced the
recipients of its annual awards – the HR Professional of the Year, Innovation and Rising Star. BC HRMA’s
Professional Awards are sponsored by The Vancouver Sun and The Province.

Award of Excellence: HR Professional of the Year
Cindy Dopson, CHRP—BC Cancer Foundation

Nominated finalists alongside Dopson were Rob Cutler, CHRP,
vice president of human resources at the Land Title and Survey
Authority of BC and Deborah Maynard, CHRP, vice president of
human resources and training at Cascade Aerospace in Abbotsford.

Rising Star Award
Sabrina Mowbray, CHRP
Sinclar Forest Group Products Ltd.
HR Professional of the Year Cindy Dopson, CHRP (centre) together
with finalists Rob Cutler, CHRP (l) and Deborah Maynard, CHRP (r).

The Award of Excellence: HR Professional of the Year is presented to
an individual who contributes to an organization by achieving
significant business results and by demonstrating exceptional
leadership both as a personal and professional role model.

C

indy

Dopson, CHRP, the director of human resources at

the BC Cancer Foundation, was announced as the recipient
of the Award of Excellence: HR Professional of the Year.
With minimal resources, Cindy has transformed human
resources at the BCCF, and acted as a transformational leader for
the organization and its business results. As such, her efforts are
considered an essential part of turning around key aspects of this
not-for-profit foundation.
Brought on board during a time of extensive restructuring
and executive change, Cindy’s professionalism and dedication
helped guide the transformation process and firmly align the HR
budget with the Foundation’s primary mandate—to raise funds
for cancer research.
The real story here is that her work is a great example of a
partnership between the CEO and HR to transform an organization—a parternship which achieved phenomenal business
results. Revenues per full time hire, a key metric for a fundraising organization, are up 17 per cent, employee engagement is up
significantly, and employee sick days are down.
Cindy also takes her energy beyond the BCCF and her
extensive volunteer work includes co-leading the Vancouver
Non-Profit HR Roundtable. This has allowed the spread of HR
expertise and positive change in a sector that is always constrained in terms of its resources.
By setting a standard of professionalism that both permeates
and extends beyond the workplace, Cindy Dopson embodies
both the business mind and people best that HR has to offer.

14 p e o p l e t a l k |
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Rising Star Award winner Sabrina Mowbray, CHRP (centre) together
with finalists Nilesh Bhagat, CHRP (l) and Sarina Ram, CHRP (r).

The Rising Star Award recognizes and honours a BC HRMA member
who, at the early stages of their career, is making a significant positive
impact both within their organization and their community.

S

abrina

Mowbray, CHRP is the human resources advisor at

Sinclar Group Forest Products Ltd. in Prince George and the
winner of the Rising Star Award.
After working in both the hospitality and aviation industry,
Sabrina discovered her true passion—human resources. Eager to
begin her new career in HR, Sabrina joined Sinclar Group, initially on a part-time basis. On April 16, 2012, she accepted the
company’s offer of a full-time HR co-ordinator.
One week later, disaster struck and Sabrina faced a crisis few
face in a lifetime of HR. At 9:45 the evening of April 23rd, 2012
an explosion followed by a massive fire destroyed the company’s
Lakeland sawmill. Two long-term employees died of their injuries and many others suffered catastrophic injuries. With the HR
director position vacant, Sabrina stepped up and took charge of
the HR response to the catastrophe.
In the days and weeks that followed, Sabrina made herself
available 24/7 to everyone who needed support. She worked

with injured employees and WorkSafeBC to manage claims and
coordinated with the company’s EFAP provider and others
to put the necessary emotional supports in place. To this day,
she oversees efforts to assist 160 displaced employees find
alternate employment.
Above, beyond and throughout the call of duty, Sabrina’s
efforts were extraordinary. All this while she managed many
other responsibilities including being part of a small group tasked
with bringing a strategic, professional and coordinated focus to
the HR function within the Sinclar Group.
Alongside Mowbray, nominated finalists included: Nilesh
Bhagat, CHRP, rewards analyst at Best Buy Canada and Sarina
Ram, CHRP, human resources administrator at Western Potash
Corporation.

Award of Excellence: Innovation
Kal Tire’s BEST Careers Program

Award of Innovation winners (l-r) Marlene Higgins, CHRP of Kal Tire
and Natalie Michael, CHRP of The Karmichael Group.

The Award of Excellence: Innovation recognizes an individual or
team that has successfully implemented an innovative and
progressive program and/or project to a new or ongoing HR challenge
or opportunity.

T

his year’s innovation recipient is comprised of a team of

individuals represented by Marlene Higgins, CHRP director
of human resources at Kal Tire in Vernon and Natalie Michael,
CHRP, principal at The Karmichael Group in West Vancouver.
Kal Tire’s BEST Careers Program and Learning Culture was the
program that was nominated.
Over the course of the past 60 years, Kal Tire has built its
reputation on the strength of its customer service. With 5,000
employees spread over 240 store locations in 19 countries, the
company’s growth has been exponential in the past five years.
Adding one new store every year, the company faced growing
challenges of management leadership, retention and career
opportunity while maintaining their level of customer service.
With strong support from the president and internal partners,
the team developed and implemented leadership programs to
grow their global and retail needs. Partnering with Harvard
University and The Karmichael Group, they developed a series
of management certification programs that were launched in
2008. A peer panel certification approach ensured that even with
a flexible program format, the quality was consistent.
These multi-lingual management certification programs led
to a pipeline of skilled managers qualified to run their network
of stores. Coupled with a ‘pay for knowledge’ structure which
awards team members on a career track for management and
certified managers with compensation increases, the ‘mentoring’
store also receives compensation for every manager certified and
placed in a new role.
What really makes their approach innovative is that the
incentives create store and organizational-wide commitment
to learning. Ensuring participation is supported, makes stores
happy to be the training ground for leaders, and proud when
their leaders move on to the next challenge. Additionally,
making the program accessible, whether leaders are in Vernon
or Mozambique, while creating structures that ensure some
consistency and rigor, take ‘innovation’ to the next level.

How Do You Connect?

BC HRMA offers a bundle of ways to connect with HR
professionals and business leaders. Explore PeopleTalk,
E-blast and HRVoice.org opportunities today.

CONTACT:

Ruth Lumsden / rlumsden@bchrma.org / 604-868-0607

Learn more at BCHRMA.org
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Smart Questions Take the Spotlight
at BC HRMA Conference and Tradeshow 2013

While the mark of a great conference is often considered to be the answers or solutions
found, what continues to distinguish the BC HRMA Annual Conference and Tradeshow is
the calibre of the questions asked from the main stage.
Scan the QR code for a slideshow of Conference 2013.

By Jason McRobbie

Inspire. Influence. Innovate.
If only it were so simple. What if it is?

Change Comes From Within
It was a question posed by Marshall
Goldsmith, the Forbes-dubbed ‘rock star’
of the the executive coaching scene at the
start of BC HRMA 51st Annual Conference
and Tradeshow which attracted more than
1,000 HR and business professionals to the
Vancouver Convention Centre West on
May 1-2, 2013.
Goldmsith takes a tough line with
leadership, hand picks his clients and has
been inspired by the best in return.
“Coaching used to be a ‘fix losers’
activity. It has become much more of a
‘help winners’ activity today: something
good for people who want to be a success,” said Goldsmith. “I had the privilege,
before he died, of spending 50 days with
Peter Drucker, the world’s greatest authority on management. I was on his Board for
10 years. Peter Drucker said, ‘We spend a
lot of time helping leaders learn what to

do. We do not spend enough time helping leaders learn what to stop. “That one
comment led to my book, What Got You
Here Won’t Get You There.”
As a result, he works only with winners who want to face up to their failings,
an approach to coaching which speaks to
the heart of individual and organizational
change alike.

“If you are going to get better at
any thing, the motivation for your
improvement is going to come from one
and only one place. Where would that be?
From your heart. If it doesn’t come from
in here, you won’t do it anyway and if you
try to do it you are just going to look like a
hypocrite or a phony—why bother?”

Six Questions to Activate Change
Marshall Goldsmith

“How much do we learn talking about
how smart, special and wonderful we are?
Nothing. How much do we learn listening
to that? Nothing. How much do we learn
talking about how dumb everyone else is?
Nothing. Listening to that? Nothing,” said
Goldsmith.

Instead, consider asking six simple queries
every day for the next ten days. Goldsmith’s most recent endeavour, embarked
upon with his daughter, takes aim at
inspiring change with active questions.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Did I do my best to be happy?
Did I do my best to find meaning?
Did I do my best to be fully engaged?
Did I do my best to build positive
relationships?
5. Did I do my best to set clear goals?
6. Did I make progress toward goal
achievement?

Illustration by Yolanda Liman, drawingitout.com
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The impact of those six questions is
powerful. The exercise of asking those six
questions takes less than a minute a day—
and the results are inspiring.
“So far we have 1,493 participants in
19 different studies. Thirty per cent of the
people in our research so far have said, ‘I
got better at everything. I feel happier, more
engaged, my life feels more meaningful,’”
Goldmsith shared. “Sixty per cent said, ‘I
got better on at least four out of six.‘ Eight
per cent said they got better on something
and 14 per cent said they did not change.”

those small bumps in the road what kind of
behaviours could we get people to engage
in. This is basically a big part of your job.
Think of the behaviours you are trying to
engage and the points of friction. Even if
they are very small points of friction, think
of how you can eliminate them.”

know for sure and what is just intuition?
And is your intuition correct?”
For Ariely, the answer is most often a
resounding NO. The question is, what can
HR do about it?
“People need help and you are in the
business of helping people. The question
is what kind of help do people need and
how much of it? I would suggest they need
much more help than you think and have
much less capacity than you realize to
make the right decisions.”

A Problem with Productivity
A Question of Choice Architecture
Behavioural economist and author of
Predictably Irrational, Dan Ariely provided
an illuminating counterpoint with his
closing address on the first day.
Dan Ariely

“In standard economics we have this
beautiful view of human nature. Shakespeare wrote, “What a piece of work is man.
How noble in reason.” Now, we don’t know
if he was serious or not, but this is the view
of standard economics,” said Ariely. “In
behavioural economics, we are much less
generous to human ability. We think of
people as myopic, vindictive, easily confused, not really sure what they want and
having a hard time viewing the future.”
Fortunately, Ariely is as committed to
finding solutions as he is to exposing our
collective foibles. For Ariely, the answer
lies less with the individual and more at
the opposite end of the telescope—where
HR might just be poised to make the world
of work a better place.
“We have almost no evidence in the
history of human life that providing
information helps. On the other hand,
you can think about what we call choice
architecture. If you provide the environment in which people make decisions,
you can actually shape their decisions,”
said Ariely.
“We need to think about the (work)
environment. Let’s think about small
bumps in the road. If we try to eliminate

BC HRMA CEO Simon Evans, CHRP, Conference
2013 Chair Nic Tsangarakis and BC HRMA’s
immediate past president Mike Cass.

Would It Work For Homer Simpson?
As per his research, Ariely is expertly
versed in the many examples of irrationality, and how they impact the decisions
made in both our personal and professional lives.
“In some way this is a sad view of
human life. It’s basically saying we’re all
less rational and wonderful than we think
we are. But I also think it’s an optimistic
perspective. It’s optimistic in the sense
that if we understood our true nature,
what kind of world would we design?”
asked Ariely before flashing to a familiar
slide of a cartoon character not renowned
for workplace motivation.
“If you were going to design a world for
Homer Simpson, what kind of HR practices
would you design and how different would
they be from the ones you have running
right now? I suspect it would actually be
more compatible with our true abilities
and yield better results,” said Ariely.
As Ariely points out, as a species we
struggle with decision-making: our brains
are hardwired with systematic biases
regardless of age, gender or culture. Those
biases show in sharp relief when he shares
a number of visual illusions, and affect far
more than our vision.
“Vision is our best skill by far. We
have a huge part of our brain dedicated
to vision. Nevertheless, we have systematic biases in how we view the world. The
question is, if we have so many mistakes
with vision, what are the odds we don’t
have more mistakes in financial decision-making or decision-making about
health?” asked Ariely. “How much do you


Just how much less capacity was addressed
directly in terms of productivity by awardwinning business journalist and author
Amanda Lang at the start of the second
day of the BC HRMA Conference and
Tradeshow.

Amanda Lang

“As Canadians, we’re a polite bunch.
We do what we’re supposed to do. We
do the right thing. It turns out when it
comes to capital markets and banking
regulations, that’s a good trait, certainly
in times of crisis. But the time for
smugness or complacency about our role
in the world is well past because we face
an economic crisis that predates the credit
crisis by many, many years,” said Lang. “I
think everybody in this room knows we
have a productivity problem.
“So what is productivity? I spent a lot of
time talking to a national news desk about
productivity and why it matters. What I
would say is it’s the single most important
economic term we’ve got. Productivity is
a measure of our wealth. If it’s going up,
we’re getting richer. If it’s going down,
we’re getting poorer.”
It is that collective wealth of Canada that
has Lang concerned. Coming from CBC’s
senior business correspondent and co-host
of The Lang & O’Leary Exchange, the news
flash on productivity is a call to action.
“For the first time in Canadian history,
we are poised to be a generation to leave
our kids poorer than we are. Not a good
peopletalk |
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story. The good news is, it doesn’t have
to end that way. We don’t have to accept
that as our story,” said Lang. “And when
I say we, I don’t mean the government
or academics or big corporations. I mean
we—literally the people in this room. We
can change this story.”

How Do You Define Innovation?
As per Lang’s book The Power of Why:
Simple Questions That Lead to Success, the
key to that change resides in the language
we use and the questions we ask. “I was
really excited as a business journalist to be
shown that innovation and productivity
are two sides of the same coin because
unlike productivity, innovation is a term
people do want to talk about,” said Lang.
“It’s just as hard to define and it’s just as
hard to get as productivity, but for some
reason, people like it better.”
So while productivity can be increased
by asking more from an existing workforce
or investing in technology and equipment,
the type of productivity that comes from
innovation is what inspires Lang’s hope
for the future most.
“My favourite def inition is that
innovation is quite simply an old idea
meets a new idea and something changes.
That’s it. Something has to change,” said
Lang. “So how do we get there? Businesses
really want to do this. Everyone in this
room wants to do this. Some people
walk around with cards that read Chief
Innovation Officer and even they don’t
really know how to get it.”
After years of conversations with CEOs

and renegade innovators alike, some
interesting answers emerged. “Years ago,
I asked a guy at Sysco in Canada, where
they have a pretty inherently innovative
culture, how they managed to do it. He
said, ‘It’s dead easy. All you have to do is
create an environment that allows for why
and why not. That’s it,” shared Lang.
Sir Ken Robinson

Diversity factored highly in the mix, but
one particular take on diversity resonated
deeply. As one far side of the pendulum
innovator said to Lang, “The last bastion of
diversity is style of thinking. We’ve done
everything else, and yet we have not even
touched the way we think.”
The way we think lies at the heart
of Lang’s The Power of Why, just as the
questions we ask lie at the heart of the way
we think. For Lang, those questions lead to
the core of who we are, where our passions
lie and how integral a role they play in
defining productivity and happiness
alike.
“You’re you in a way nobody else can
be. So the idea that brains should receive
the same information and reach the
same conclusions isn’t just wrong, it’s
demoralizing on some level,” said Lang.

BC Association of Clinical Counsellors

Are You In Your Element?
Those words would resonate throughout
the closing plenary presentation by Sir
Ken Robinson, PhD, an internationallyrecognized leader in the development of
creativity, innovation and human potential. As author of The Element: How Finding
Your Passion Changes Everything, thinking
differently comes as naturally to Robinson
as a baseball player finding the sweet spot
on the bat—where everything just connects and the sky is the limit.
As per the wisdoms within the pages
of his book, “Finding your ‘Element’ is
essential to your well-being and ultimate
success, and, by implication, to the health
of our organizations.”
“We are all born with extraordinary
powers of imagination, intelligence, feeling, intuition, spirituality, and of physical
and sensory awareness. For the most part
we use only a fraction of these powers,
and some not at all. Many people have not
found their Element because they don’t
understand their own powers.”
Peer groups, culture and education
systems can further compound the challenge—and herein lies the opportunity
for HR to affect change both within and
throughout their professional lives.

Are You Ready For Change?
The 52nd Annual BC HRMA “Change—It
Starts Here” Conference and Tradeshow
brings a return to the Vancouver Convention Centre West on April 15-16, 2014.

Enhamcing Mental Health All Across Our Province

RCCs Are Helping Stressed Employees
Get Their Lives Back
Registered Clinical Counsellors (RCCs)
are your best ally in improving employee health
and productivity at a fair rate.
The BC Association of Clinical Counsellors
represents over 2600 highly trained and
accountable therapists, dedicated to providing the highest standard
of professional counselling services.

Call us at 1-800-909-6303
or visit us at www.bc-counsellors.org
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The True Value of
Non-Monetary Compensation

>$
B y J a n e Te r e p o c k i , C H R P

T

6. Lighten Up—With so much time spent at work no one
wants to be tense all the time. Keep a sense of humor, laugh,
party, celebrate successes and encourage friendships. Make
the workplace a fun place.

he best things in life are practically free.

When employees search for employment they look
for salary and advancement, but they also search for
companies that align with their personal values. Salary,
benefits and values equal total compensation.
Values mean not only company values but also the value of the
individual. Thus how much the company values the employee is
part of the “compensation” package. Your team is only as strong
as your weakest member.
How do you show that you value your employees? Nap rooms,
common areas, BBQs and social events are found in many
businesses. However showing that you personally value the
individual has stronger, lasting impact.
A new employee shares, “I was new in my job and had a lot
of challenges in my personal life. It meant a lot to me that I was
told to take as much time as I needed to look after my personal
life. It made me feel that this was somewhere I wanted to be for a
long time.” Noticing and knowing the individual’s needs results
in increased engagement and loyalty to the team.
However, showing employees that they count does not have to
cost the employer a lot of money. The Learning Café, co-founded
by Devon Scheef and Diane Thielfoldt in 1999, has shared
many creative ideas for companies seeking to develop individuals and teams alike. The following are 10 simple ideas that will
positively impact the bottom line:

1. Instantly Appreciate—At the end of a meeting, say what
you think was positive about the session. Or, take a minute
to thank someone and let him or her know you appreciate
his or her work, perspective, or knowledge.

2. Career Chutes & Ladders—Devote a team meeting to
a discussion of career paths and options at your company.
What paths have people historically taken? How are the
trends changing? What are the “must have” assignments
for each person’s internal resume?

3. Switch—To freshen up routine jobs, have people switch for

a day, a week or a month. When the switch is done, have
lunch with the people who traded jobs and find out what
they learned. Is this worth doing more often?

4. Find Ways to Say Yes—When an employee makes a

request that you can’t grant look for wiggle room. Can you
fulfill part of the request? Can you approach it a different
way? Don’t immediately dismiss the request. Find out why
it is important to your team member, discuss it together and
look for options.

5. You Count—At least once a month, make sure you tell
people why and how their work is significant.

7.

Talks with Senior Management—Arrange for a senior
manager to have lunch or a meeting with your team. Ask the
senior manager to talk about company outlook and projects.
Also ask them to talk about their own lessons of experience
and how they have managed their careers.

8. Lunch Hour—Schedule lunch dates with employees. Invite
them to select the restaurant and then simply take time to
get to know them better.

9. Job Talk—Schedule job talks. Make arrangements for a

quiet place where you won’t be interrupted. The focus is on
the employee and their work. Ask what they like about their
work; find out if they have hidden talents. Are there other
skills or jobs they would like to have?

10. The Volunteer View—Imagine that all the employees that

work for you are actually volunteers as opposed to employees. What do they find interesting and compelling about
working for you? What about your leadership keeps them
coming to work.

Challenge yourself to try at least one of these ideas within the
next six months.

Make Your Values Transparent

Do you practice what you preach? Are your values what you say
you are? Or are employees saying, “If I had known this I would
have never taken this position” “This is not the company I
thought I signed with.”
By not valuing the individual the company may lose the
employee. It is a simple fact and the following is a general estimate of replacement cost: 30-50 per cent of the annual salary of
entry-level employees, 150 per cent of middle level employees,
and up to 400 per cent for specialized, high level employees.

The simple act of respecting the individual pays off.

To build a strong team you must have strong individual team
members. How do you do that? Pay attention, take time to
acknowledge extra effort, think of their needs and examine the
type of leadership that you provide.
In the words of Phil Jackson, legendary basketball coach, “The
strength of the team is each individual member. The strength of
each member is the team.”

Jane Terepocki, CHRP is a recruiter and trainer in the human resources
department at Mountain Equipment Co-op—Canada’s leading outdoor retailer (mec.ca).
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Total Rewa

Building Strategies Tha
B y A nya L ev yk h

W

hile ‘Total R ewards’ might

sound like an ad for a bank
a c c o u nt t o m a ny, H R
professionals know its full
worth. In the post-2008 world, organizations of all sizes are taking a closer
look at all facets of compensation. More
than ever, total rewards has become the
keystone for attracting the right new
hires, as well as retaining existing talent.
Faced with an ever-growing array of
challenges and opportunities alike, the
fine balance between the bottom line
and engaged employees goes beyond the
five key elements of total rewards. Compensation, benefits, work-life balance,
performance and recognition, development and career opportunities: these are
just the starting point—a launch pad from
which all good things must grow.
In today’s ever-competitive marketplace, attracting and retaining the right
kind of talent is about more than throwing around big dollars and extended
health plans. Employees are increasingly
looking for what’s beyond the numbers.
Likewise, organizations are more likely
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to be thinking outside the box to create
packages that work—for everyone. What
is it then that makes for a successful total
rewards package?

“Employees are
increasingly looking
for what’s beyond
the numbers.”
Defining the Organization
The first question to ask when trying to
figure out the ideal package is so existential that many organizations overlook it

entirely. That question, “Who am I?” or,
more specifically, “Who is my organization?” is not easily answered, according to
Laura Williams, director, health strategy
for Shepell-fgi.
“Organizations are struggling to find
the balance between providing the best
plan they possibly can while still managing costs, as well as the expectations
of employees, and meeting the organization’s goals from a cultural perspective,”
explains Williams.
Focusing on that cultural perspective,
according to Williams, is one of the best
ways to maximize the effectiveness of
your offering—both in terms of employee
satisfaction and engagement, as well
as the organization’s financials. Happy
employees are healthy employees, argues
Williams, and the statistics seem to back
her up. “When you look at the correlation between the number of days off work
and engagement scores, for instance, you
see that the more employees are engaged
with their organization, the healthier that
organization is.”

ards:

at Work—For Everyone
Finding the Industry Fit
That said, there is no one perfect system,
according to Clint Mahlman, COO and
senior vice-president for London Drugs
Ltd.
“It also has to fit the industry,” says
Mahlman. “For instance, we’re in retail,
which is extremely different from the
classic corporate office environment. We
have a very large, part-time workforce,
and within that workforce there are many
people who don’t want to work full-time.
They’ve chosen part-time for varied and
specific reasons.”
“Part of the strategy we’ve taken is to
look at groups of people employed in a
similar way, and offer systems and incentives, pay and benefits that fit within
that group—balanced with what we can
afford,” Mahlman continues. “That’s
always a challenge. In retail, there’s an
extremely low margin as we don’t have
the payroll resources that many traditional corporate environments have. So,
we have to make sure that every payroll
dollar is maximized and that we can link
each dollar back to productivity in a very
direct way.”

The Target Workforce
Looking at what you have, however, isn’t
enough. There is also the question of
what—and who—you will need down the
road.
“It’s the million-dollar question,” says
Kevin Jeffrey, FCHRP, principal at Pointbreak Consulting Group. “What happens,

“It’s the
million-dollar
question.”
more often than not, is that many organizations simply like to copy what others
have. No one wants to be too far from the
norm, so they like to huddle around the
same place. Sometimes that can work if
they’re in a similar industry and they’re
going after the same target employee, but

the engineering firm whose target hire
is a 40-ish mid-career engineer, should
probably have a different rewards and benefit package from the dot-com company
whose target hire is a 23-year-old techie.
Most companies should decide what kind
of employees they need and then design
programs to fit that particular model.”
It’s not as easy as it sounds. Jeffrey
explains that while some organizations
can easily figure out who their target
employee is, with other industries it
becomes slightly more complicated.
“If you’re a manufacturing organization, for instance, then you have a
number of different target employees. You
have people who may work on the assembly line, you’ve got a sales force, a number
of administrative positions, plus other
various roles. The average person working on the shop floor may not have the
same wants, needs and desires as the sales
person who is constantly traveling on the
road, or an administrative staff member
who may be a secondary wage earner. So,
it can be difficult figuring out who the
target employee is because there are many
roles to fill. Then the challenge becomes,
how do you create a benefit package for
those people?”
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Generational Needs and Know How
Moreover, looking at the types of jobs
being done is only part of the equation.
An equally vital factor is the age and life
stage of the individual employee. A recent
graduate just entering the workforce
will have different expectations and priorities from a seasoned employee who is
approaching retirement.
For instance, “we have a group RRSP
program,” explains Mahlman. “We were
one of the very first companies to offer that.
It’s the classic matching program, where
we’ll match whatever an employee puts in,
up to a certain amount. It’s not uncommon
that we have to send letters to fairly young
employees, for whom retirement seems a
million years away, reminding them that
we need their forms to start giving them
money. But then fast-forward the clock
to when those employees hit their 40s
and early 50s, and suddenly they become
hyper-sensitive and extremely engaged in
matters regarding their group RRSP—and
ask questions that they probably should
have asked themselves 15 or 20 years ago.
For every employee, their need states are
different at different times of their life.”
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This creates unique challenges for organizations, not only in terms of customizing
packages, but also in terms of complying
with provincial labour laws. “With our
under-25 workforce, they often want a type
of work environment and schedule that, in
many cases, our employment standards
don’t even contemplate as possible.”

“The needs of
older versus
younger employees
crops up in
every industry.”
Mahlman cites the case of employees who are also post-secondary students
and looking for flexibility in their work
schedules. Some would prefer to work a
few hours during peak daytime hours, and
complete the balance of their shift after
their classes have finished. The problem,

according to Mahlman, is that provincial
labour laws—particularly those ruling matters of total time spans for split shifts and
the minimum number of hours between
shifts—often make that impossible.
“It’s a case where the legislation hasn’t
caught up to the needs of the workforce,”
explains Mahlman, “So if an employee
wanted to work late one day and then
come back in early the next morning, the law, which varies by province,
may not allow for that. We’re starting
to see this much more frequently, that
employees want more flexibility in how
they approach work. And its not only an
employer issue, it’s a societal issue that we
have to come to grips with.”
Baldev Gill, VP, human resources and
finance for CGA-Canada, agrees. “We’re
finding that the younger generation now
coming into our workforce is looking
less for cash as a reward than they are for
flexible work options. In general, they
would prefer time off in lieu of cash. They
understand that if they take the cash,
there’s an immediate offset, called tax,
and they don’t see the value of having
that compensation discounted, so they

would rather take the option for banked
or flexible time. Many older employees, on
the other hand, prefer to be paid out and
deal with their taxes on their own.”

Shifting Paradigms
Surround Retirement
The needs of older versus younger employees is something that crops up in every
industry. The fact that older workers are
not necessarily retiring at age 65 also has
an impact—in both positive and challenging ways.
“Think back 10 years to how many
employers had mandatory retirement at
age 65,” says Mahlman. “These days that’s
extremely unusual. Now you’re seeing the
paradigms of how people work, when they
work, and how much they work, being
challenged as much as questions of compensation and benefits. In virtually every
area of our operation, we have employees
who are working past the age of 65. Senior
employees are often extremely productive
because of their experience levels, but we
also find that they are looking for more
flexibility. Some don’t want to work fulltime. They want to transition while still

enjoying their work. They’re looking to
maintain a social presence in their work,
so they’re looking at ways of job sharing or reducing their hours to part-time.
Fortunately, at London Drugs, we have a
very direct and open dialogue with our
employees, and we really enjoy those conversations with them.”

“A good
plan doesn’t
remain static...”
However, the needs of older employees
do create challenges with direct benefit
services such as RRSP matching programs.
“Those older employees who are still working and contributing to the group RRSP
program start to run into government
rules,” explains Mahlman. “They have to
start to pull out because they can no longer maintain an RRSP past a certain age, as
it has to be converted per federal government rules. Those are things that we never
had to contemplate in years past.”

“That’s where you have to answer questions like, ‘Do we take the money that was
traditionally given for RRSPs and convert
it into something else?’ Fortunately, in our
company, employees can also purchase
TFSAs and other GICs and other financial instruments which can be matched.
However, these aren’t all issues that can
be solved easily, as it involves complicated
tax laws that aren’t so easy to change.”
Gill agrees. “We have a few individuals
who are past age 65 and still working with
us, and we see that they still have a lot to
contribute and are not even close to retirement in terms of their energy levels, so we
embrace that. I think the government is
trying to address the changing needs of
today’s workforce, but it obviously takes
time.”
CGA-Canada’s solution was to convert these workers to something similar
to a savings account, which the association matches in the same way that they
do with RRSPs. It’s another way of showing how much the organization values
their workers, regardless of age. “Our older
employees, most of whom have been here
for decades, carry so much institutional

Looking to recruit ﬁnancial professionals?
Offer positions to over 140,000 CPA Canada members
Highly targeted advertising
Immediate matching resume database access
The CICA and CMA Canada joined together January 1, 2013, to create CPA Canada as the national
organization to support uniﬁcation of the Canadian accounting profession under the CPA banner.

Recruiting Canada’s premier ﬁnancial professionals has never been easier.
For more information visit:
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knowledge and experience that isn’t
necessarily documented in files and computers, but is extremely valuable and hard
to replace,” explains Gill. “We don’t want
to penalize workers just because they’ve
reached a certain age.”
Between legislative and administrative
concerns, creating packages for the full
spectrum of employees can be daunting.
“When instituting flexible work hours
and telecommuting options [at CGA-Canada],” says Gill, “there was much concern
among senior management about productivity and managing work flow, and, of
course, management and administration
of all of these programs. We found, however, that if everything is well managed,
and both staff and management are clear
on what the expectations are, then productivity is actually improved.”

insurance, pension, dental plan, etc., and
that plan will probably satisfy 60 to 70 per
cent of your employees. But the idea of
being able to satisfy everybody becomes
an impossibility. Flexible benefits can
make a big change to that.”
These “cafeteria-style” plans allow
employees to pick and choose where they

Flexibility Not Without Its Costs

can spend a certain dollar amount beyond
their base benefits, much like picking out
lunch from a cafeteria buffet.
The problem with flexible benefit plans,
according to Jeffrey, is that they are quite a
bit more expensive than a traditional onesize-fits-all plan. “There are two reasons

Managing expectations is certainly a large
part of the total rewards game. “That’s
where flexible benefit plans can play a
very large role,” says Jeffrey. “Generally,
in a traditional benefit plan, you can create a set of benefits that include your life
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“Managing
expectations is
certainly a large
part of the
total rewards
game”

for this,” he explains. “They’re more difficult to administer, which leads to higher
administrative costs, and in actual administrative costs and in actual claims costs.
Since the amount...drives costs, they have
higher costs than a normal plan. In a perfect world, everyone would love to have a
flexible benefits plan, but, in reality, most
people can’t afford it. You ultimately create a spiral because people use more of
what they want, appropriately, so the
prices go up for that particular bucket, and
then those people pay more to use those
options. If you don’t design them correctly, with proper controls in place, they
can become very expensive. That’s why a
one-size-fits-all plan is less expensive, as
you don’t have that selection risk.”
Many companies try to find something
that fits in between the two extremes.
“What a lot of companies do is give everyone a certain package including pension,
life and disability, and then give options
for items like dental, extended medical,
etc.,” says Jeffrey. “So, by restricting choice
your costs become more manageable, but
by definition you’re going to satisfy less
people.”

The Growing Costs of Wellness
There is also the issue of the changing
medical needs of today’s workforce, at
every stage and age. “Drug coverage is
becoming more and more expensive,”
says Williams. “Especially when it comes
to biologic drugs like insulin for which
there is no generic substitute.”
Williams also points to the increasing impact of mental health issues in the
workplace. “When you look at drug trends
in terms of frequency and number of drug
claims, and look at what those drugs are
prescribed for, you see that mental health
is the main reason,” states Williams.
“Between 40 and 60 per cent of all diagnoses are related to mental health issues.
And approximately 60 to 70 per cent of
spending per employee goes towards
drugs. For employees with long-term
needs, those drugs can cost anywhere
between $15,000 and $150,000 per year
per employee, and that is for their lifetime.
Often, these are employees in their 20s or
30s, so the company needs to look at how
they can deliver these programs without
incurring financial hardship.”
What organizations also need to

ponder, according to Williams, is what
their goals are w ith prog rams like
Employee Assistance Programs (EAPs)
and extended health—and how that
requires going beyond meeting the needs
of employees to create proactive systems
that can help mitigate such large reactive
costs.

Innovative EAP Taps Tech
One way Shepell-fgi is doing this is
through their innovative EAP, which now
offers video counselling—a mobile app
that allows employees to text counsellors
and get immediate responses—as well as
telephonic coaching in a wide range of
areas from nutrition and fitness to mental
health resiliency. “It’s a very innovative
way of reaching people. We find that we
are reaching a whole new demographic of
people who would never have used an EAP
previously,” says Williams.
That demographic can come from surprising places. Williams’ company initially
set up the video counselling for employees
in remote areas or small towns, but found
that the service became extremely popular for couples counselling in large urban

centres like Vancouver and Toronto—
although busy lives and childcare needs
often led to cancelled appointments. With
the video service, the number of cancellations has decreased significantly.
“Years ago, utilization of EAPs was
quite low, but now that people are seeing
the value in them, they are an inexpensive
way of providing a lot of services that are
fantastic for their employees,” enthuses
Williams. “What else could you buy for
your employees for $40 per year?”

The Crystal Ball
What’s in the future for total rewards?
One thing all agree on is that a hybrid
model for benefits is on the upswing, as is
an increasing demand for flexibility over
cash, and more choice in terms of services
and growth opportunities.
“A good plan doesn’t remain static,”
says Jeffrey. “It should morph over the
years, as your workforce changes, and as
new technologies and new benefits come
to the fore.”
Anya Levykh is a freelance writer with a
passion for food and editor for CGA-Canada.
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Building Better Rewards and Recognitions
By I sabelle St-Jean

Y

ou ’re hiring.

Of

course , you want the best fit.

To

truly worthwhile, today’s recognition and reward
programs need to be innovative, timely, meaningful
and responsive to the needs
and values of a particular workplace culture. Clearly, the importance of keeping
employees well engaged, rewarded and recognized stands out in the minds of leaders
and HR professionals—especially as they
are often asked to do more with less.
However, just as journalist/author
Amanda Lang reminded those gathered
for the BC HRMA Conference and Tradeshow 2013, the power of good questions
should not be overlooked. We are wise to
ponder pertinent questions in the process
of planning new rewards and recognition
programs.
What kind of program is the best match to a multigenerational and diverse workplace? Which type of rewards
will contribute to retention and generate the best ROI? What
is the right balance of intrinsic versus extrinsic rewards and
recognition most suitable to a specific team or group of
employees?
be

Intrinsic vs. Extrinsic Motivation
Recalling author Daniel Pink’s research and assertions in Drive,
there is a distinct contrast between extrinsically (externally)
motivated people and those who are
driven by intrinsic (internal) values. In
short, intrinsically motivated employees
come equipped with their own drive. Pink
makes a convincing case for the benefits
of infusing more autonomy, mastery and
purpose into the veins of an organization.
With the trend of growing coaching
cultures and doing “business as unusual”,
more and more HR professionals and leaders have already integrated such values and
practices within their teams. This allows
them to empower their employees’ desire
to make their own choices, to become
increasingly masterful and to connect with
the larger purpose of their place of work. What’s more, fostering
intrinsic recognition supports the employee’s pursuit of their own
unique potential while fuelling the success of the team.
It has been well documented that extrinsic rewards, such as
money and material goods, don’t always help retention or engagement, especially if working conditions and environment are far

Giving Thanks: Seeking Something Different?
By I sabelle St-Jean
From cups, plaques, pens and assorted paraphernalia to a more
rewarding world of options, the landscape of recognitions has
changed. A great deal of that change can be attributed to the
innovative individuals and organizations answering the call for
more fitting and fruitful rewards.
Fitness Buffet, set to launch Summer 2013 in Vancouver, is a good
example. Tanis Farish, who is heading up the Vancouver operation,
strongly believes the programs serve as great antidotes to effortreward imbalance while providing ample opportunity to boost the
productivity of the workplace. Designed for the diverse, multi-generational workplace, this innovative program enables employees to
freely try an awesome variety of fitness and sports oriented services for up to eight weeks. By then, most people begin to reap the
benefits that compel them to continue using such service.
“Fitness Buffet wards off dissatisfaction” said Farish, who with
two decades of fitness expertise has a keen understanding of the
imperative of balancing work efforts with commensurate rewards
lest ennui sets in. As people become more active they start to have
more esteem and energy which leads to productivity. Soon the work
culture is infused with vitality as employees encourage each other
to be fit and healthy as never before.
Perkopolis is another example that bridges the extrinsic/
intrinsic worlds with varied discounted goods and services with a
personalized touch. Moreover, as shared by Richard Joynt, director
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of business development, Perkopolis also includes services akin to
a trusted travel agency; they assist employees with planning their
vacation trips and bookings with over 100,000 hotels worldwide at
15-55 per cent discounts.
“In the field of entertainment, we offer unparalleled perks” said
Joynt. For example, not only can employees experience le Cirque du
Soleil at 20-30 per cent discounts, Perkopolis has also reserved the
best seats possible.
While the appeal of such perks is perhaps universally apparent,
finding the means to tie such rewards to future returns is a challenge which Paul Weissman, president of Venngo, has embraced.
Eschewing the traditional language of rewards, Venngo’s focus is
very much on the impact of its offerings.
For example, an accounting firm in Vancouver recently got on
board with Venngo and were impressed by the level of usage among
their employees. Even more impressed were the employees, who
were able to save substantial funds; one employee saved a total of
$1,400 on a car alone. Finding the reward that fits the employee is
as key as the fiscal value.
“There’s something for everyone in every generation,” said
Weissman. “We are proud to say we have uniquely designed
programs that create tremendous ROI”. With 19 categories ranging
from national retailers to restaurant chains, his words hold true and
the choice is tremendous.

from ideal. In some cases, these types of
rewards actually have an inverse impact on
productivity.
We have all heard someone say, “they
could never pay me enough”…to endure
the impact of a toxic workplace or to tolerate unfair office politics. It is interesting to
note that following career transitions, it’s
not uncommon to hear extrinsically oriented people say that the change may have
come with a pay cut, but more directly fulfilled their needs, values and life purpose.

Better Workplaces Built on Trust
Following up on one of Canadian Management Centre’s (CMC) president John
Wright’s recommendations brought forward in the “Building a Better Workplace”
feature in PeopleTalk’s Spring 2013 issue,
transparency is key to the dynamic of
effective and honourable recognition.
Transparency does more than help
employees connect with the larger purpose; when it comes to recognition, it helps
to prevent the perception of leaders “playing favourites”. This is bad leadership habit
#14 according to Marshall Goldsmith’s
What Got You Here Won’t Get You There—
and it is all too common and divisive.
More transparency, input from employees and fairness in recognizing employees
throughout an organization will also
support any leader’s intention to build trust
amongst employees. There are far too many
examples of people going the extra mile
or initiating a time/money-saving practice
only to find due credit redirected for political
reasons: this erodes trust. We must ensure
that credit is given where it truly belongs.
Otherwise, the key finding from the Build a
Better Workplace report—that 61 per cent of
employees do not trust senior leadership—is
unlikely to be positively impacted.

The Velocity of Motivation
According to research, public acknowledgement of an achievement is another way
of making your recognitions more effective and empowering. Presenting praise
in peer presence goes a long way, so long
as it is timely and relevant. Although a
personalized thank you note can also be
truly appreciated, being acknowledged on
a collective level meets the deep yearning of
employees to feel that they belong and are
seen as part of the company’s success. When
managers and HR professionals align with
this intrinsic yearning, it tends to produce

an élan—a motivating velocity that intensifies one’s desire to perform even better.
A common tendency in organizations is
to formally recognize only that which is considered to be an outstanding achievement.
A more progressive approach includes more
informal recognition and the acknowledgement of smaller steps or milestones along
the way to a desirable outcome.
What if a large white board in staff
rooms could act as a blank slate of appreciation? Personalized Twitter-like phrases
written there by any employees or supervisor can serve to inspire and generate a
passion for celebrating and recognizing
those small steps achieved by individuals
and teams alike. Thoughtfully used, such
a board could also help to support a peerto-peer recognition strategy that sustains
a high morale and prevents degeneration
towards cynicism or other toxic dynamics.
As many organizations already have
the equivalent ‘complaint box’, the
appreciation board provides a healthy
supplement for buoying efforts.

Bring strategic
value to the table
THE DESIGN STUDIO
@ The Banff Centre
Learn how you can partner
to design solutions that align
people with purpose
1.800.590.9799
banffleadership.com

Beware of Effort Reward Imbalance
The health of any organization is contingent upon the health of its employees,
and in the absence of proper supports that
health can suffer.
Ac cord i n g to one of A me r ic a n
psychologist and business management
guru Frederick Herzberg’s theories, effort
at work is part of a social contract that
reciprocates such efforts by rewards.
Those rewards consist primarily of money,
esteem and career opportunities including
job security. It has been found that when
rewards are insufficient the resulting lack
of balance is likely to result in chronic
stress and ill health.
Rewards and recognitions that diverge
from the norm go a long way to maintaining both core culture and the health
of any organization. And while implementing a wellness or fitness program as
a reward option can keep the workforce
healthy and productive, as well as counter the risks of effort-reward imbalance,
the right rewards are as much a matter of
organizational as individual fit.
Professional speaker, author, life and business
coach, Isabelle St-Jean, RSW, ACC brings over
20 years of communication leadership and
personal effectiveness experience to her audiences, readers and clients.
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Recruit Beyond the Job Board
B y L in d s ay M a c into s h , CH R P

T

he ability to change recruiting

strategies fast enough to meet
the demands of technological
and labour market changes is a
major challenge facing today’s employers.
Employers must carefully analyze their
current recruiting strategies, develop flexible recruiting plans, and look beyond
traditional recruiting paths.
Employers must analyze recruitment
challenges and opportunities by examining current and future labour market
trends and develop recruitment strategies
based on current and future labour supply and demand. Moreover, they need
to develop a clearly defined recruitment
plan with procedures for attracting, interviewing and hiring candidates that is
f lex ible enough to succeed amidst
ongoing changes.

Changing the Face of the Workplace
With looming labour shortages, employers cannot afford to overlook any segment

of the talent pool and need to look at
under-utilized groups such as immigrants, women, aboriginals, and people
with disabilities. Diversity provides the
opportunity for the innovations and
creativity which are invaluable to today’s
organizations.
According to Work B.C.’s report, “An
Action Plan to Address B.C.’s Critical
Skills Shortages”, over one million jobs
openings are projected over the next 10
years. In addition, British Columbia could
face skills shortages as high as 510,000 if
no action is taken. This could result in a
decline in GDP due to unfilled vacancies
and lagging productivity.
Many projected job openings will
be in the skilled trades sectors. Women
still make up a small percentage of the
skilled trades workforce. Organizations
must take a leadership role to go after a
wider talent pool by encouraging women
to consider skilled trades as a first choice
career option and breaking down the “old

boys” perception. Government, industry,
and community-based organizations must
collaborate to develop media campaigns
that advertise the benefits of careers in the
skilled trades, specifically for women and
other under-utilized groups.

More Effective Means Available
To increase their pools of talent and find
the right candidates to fill positions in
today’s changing workplace, it is essential
that employers look at non-traditional
alternative means of recruitment. Today,
it is not enough to rely on job boards
and other traditional recruiting methods. Employers must use a wide variety of
sources and be creative in their recruiting.

Alternative Methods Include:
• Actively seek talent in unusual
places—events that are not job fairs
such as IT professionals Meetup
groups, social media clubs, and
sports/social events;

Stop guessing how
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OWNED AND OPER ATED BY:
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• use YouTube or other non-traditional
recruiting media to convey your
organization’s culture and work
environment;
• search profiles and social networking
sites, i.e. LinkedIn;
• advertise in places frequented by the
type of candidate your are seeking;
• consider past candidates – former
rejections could make great hires;
• engage employees in your recruiting
process; and
• increase awareness of your organization
by reaching out to professional associations, schools, government programs,
and community based organizations.

Online communities are a great place
to target your recruitment process at a
specific group. If you are looking for someone to fill a graphic design position, try
searching for graphic design forums. You
will be surprised at the multiple places
just for graphic designers where you can
advertise your job vacancy.
Referrals by good old word of mouth are
another great source of hires. Let people
know that you are looking for someone
to fill an open position. At your children’s
soccer games, your Meetup groups, on the
bus, at the super market, your hiking group,
the list goes on and on: all are effective
recruiting avenues. Engage your employees
by asking them to bring referrals.

Explore Communities
(Online and Otherwise)

Search the Globe as Required

Community-based organizations that
represent and provide services to underutilized groups are a good source for
recruitment. Collaborating with community-based organizations to develop
workshops, training to prepare for apprenticeships, and support groups will help
employers tap into under-utilized groups.

Be specific about the skills required, be
informed as to competitive compensation,
and do not hesitate to expand the scope of
your search as needed.
“Our staff is required to be perfect every
single day. In order to find kitchen staff that
is best suited for Blue Water Café, the chef
scouts around the world for candidates. We

believe that competency is important and
key for fine dining,” says Stephan Cachard,
GM of Blue Water Cafe + Raw Bar in Vancouver’s Yaletown. “We hire experienced
staff with specific skills in fine dining,
seafood, wines, and beverages.”
In addition to the company website and
Craigslist, Blue Water Café uses other methods of recruitment. Cachard adds, “We
have students come in to work for a day or
two days a week for a couple of months to
see what it takes to work in fine dining and
whether or not they are suited.”

In Closing: Open Up
Traditional methods of recruiting often
result in receiving too many applications
which take a lot of time to go through
and poses limits to the careful selection
process. Alternatively, non-traditional
methods can widen or narrow the pool
of candidates as required and prove more
cost effective.
Lindsay Macintosh, CHRP has over 20 years
experience in payroll and benefits in the
retail, food service, and logging industries.
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Culture and the
Bottom Line:
Do You Reward
or Punish?
By Eitan Sharir

A

s

HR

leaders , you want to

achieve high performance
results, of course. So you invest
in developing your employees
and help them learn the right skills to
perform better in their jobs, just as other
leaders of industry do. The truth is, more
corporate dollars are spent on employee
development than any other area, aside
from salaries, equipment and facilities.
But are you spending your dollars in
the right way? Are you really getting the
return on investment that you need to create sustainable, high performance results?
Do your employees feel rewarded by your
investment in their development? Or do
they grudgingly comply because they feel
they have to?
The latest research reveals that while a
healthy corporate culture is directly tied
to performance and results, it is essential
to achieving the expected return from
your investment in employee training
and development. Troublingly, culture
remains an element that many organizations neglect, despite the increasing base
of evidence that confirms its direct correlation to economic performance.
It is now indisputable that corporate
culture affects the return on your training investment. However, did you know
that your corporate culture could also be
affecting your economic performance by
serving as either a reward or a punishment
for your employees? Moreover, it could
be the reason you are able to attract and
retain top talent—or why you lose your
high performers shortly after the honeymoon of a new hire.
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Corporate Culture as a Reward
The most successful organizations understand that investing in creating a culture
of excellence is the key to achieving the
long-term results that sustain success.
Attracting and retaining top performers
is essential to success, as is ensuring that
they feel aligned with the performance of
the company—to a shared vision.
I first learned the true power of a culture
of excellence through one of my own early
corporate positions with Unilever in South
Africa. I remember feeling so proud to work
for that company because they acknowledged our contributions, respected our
opinions, and invested in our development.
I felt such ownership that when I used
to go to friends’ houses for dinner on the
weekends, I would go into the kitchen to
see if they were using Sunlight dishwashing liquid. If they weren’t, I would give
them a lecture on how Sunlight was the
product they should use, how it contained
real lemon juice and how it was superior
to other products.
My friends were entertained by my
presentation and by my passion and
enthusiasm for my company’s products,
but the point is that I was so proud to
work for the company, that the company’s
products became my products. I felt ownership for what the company stood for
and because of that feeling of ownership,
I felt compelled to share the corporate
and product message whenever I could,
much like when people are so moved by
a film that they are compelled to tell all
their friends that they must see the movie
themselves.

This type of culture is the highest
reward a company can bestow on an
employee. Every employee feels valued,
respected, and essential to the success of
the company. They think, “This company
is mine, and because it’s mine, how can I
not give 100 per cent? How can I not tell
the world, and how can I not help the
company to improve?”
Within these types of cultural environments, top performers do not stay
just because of the monetary rewards. In
fact, they will often refuse higher paying
offers because they feel so committed and
engaged with the organization.

When Corporate Culture
Becomes a Punishment
On the other hand, most of us have also
had some experience with a company
where the organizational culture actually functions as a punishment. You dread
going to work in the morning. You get up
later and later, and when you finally arrive
at work, you feel a pit sink deep in your
stomach just by opening the front door.
An environment that creates this
feeling of dread is not nurturing or stimulating. Instead, it saps energy, takes rather
than gives, and runs employees down.
There is not a fair exchange of energy
between what the employees are giving
and what they are getting, and we are not
talking about salary.
A punishing corporate culture suffers
a deficit in collaboration, cooperation and
true leadership. Employees feel no ownership or attachment and find no meaning
in what they do. It’s just a job. In effect,

they feel punished and, for most, the only
reason they remain is because of the need
for survival.
In these punishing environments, the
first people to leave are the top performers, the employees who are most confident
and marketable because they have more
options. For these top performers, money
and security are no longer motivating
issues. I’ve seen top-producing employees,
managers and executives leave companies
despite receiving high financial rewards.
They left because the environment
became unworkable and the experience
was unrewarding. Sometimes high performers left simply because the culture
was toxic and, despite their best efforts,
they couldn’t change it.
These unfortunate companies lost
major talent that is difficult to replace and
were left with only mediocre employees,
leaving them in an even more vulnerable
position.

Corporate Culture Is the
Operating System of Your Business
Think of corporate culture as the operating system of your business. When your
corporate culture is not optimized, is
neither positive nor constructive, your
employees may appear to be professionally committed, but, in reality, they are
not fully engaged. Employees who are not
fully engaged will not be focused at work,
nor will they give 100 per cent of their
energy to achieving their performance
goals or to achieving the company vision.
Many organizations, with good intentions, send these same employees to team
building and motivational courses, hoping
that the training programs will “fix” them,
only to find out that when they come back
to work, not much has changed. These
employees remain unhappy with their
managers, still have issues with team members, and will continue to underperform.
Without a healthy corporate culture, your
employees won’t have the right mindset in
place, and you will not get the return on
employee investment you were looking for.

Do You Have an Unrewarding
Corporate Culture?
You may now be wondering where your
company’s corporate culture stands—are
you rewarding and retaining top talent,
or punishing your employees and losing
your high performers to the competition?
While there are examples of organizations

at both extreme ends of the scale, in reality most organizations fall somewhere in
between and have an “average” or “mediocre” corporate culture.
This culture could be impacting your
company’s ability to attract and retain top
talent, achieve a strong return from your
training and development investment,
and create sustainable high performance
results. Below are four of the main indicators of a punishing corporate culture:
• Distractions: Your employees are
distracted and your managers are
spending a lot of time dealing with
small issues and problems when they
should be focusing on your vision
and goals.
• Silos and Conflict: People are not
working well together and each department is guarding its own turf instead
of working towards their goals. They
mistakenly believe that this is the way
to provide the results your company
has promised the customers.
• Arrogance and Egos: There are a
lot of egos strutting around believing
they already know it all and are above
everyone else. This indicates that
people are closed off and aren’t open
to hearing ideas and suggestions that
might be better than their own and
that could improve the business.
• Lack of Accountability: Your
employees are not taking full responsibility for their goals and their role
in the company. Instead of focusing
on improvement, they make excuses
for poor performance and incomplete
assignments, and lament that they
aren’t paid enough.

Investing in Culture Rewards All
While the trend is still to spend money on
skills training when there are performance
concerns, building a culture of excellence
builds the type of organization where
top performers want to be. Moreover, by
rewarding these top performers, you will
have committed and engaged employees
who feel ownership in their roles—and
who will, in turn, reward your organization with their dedication and efforts in
meeting and exceeding your corporate
objectives.
Instead of dealing with distractions,
silos, egos and lack of accountability, your
culture of excellence will reflect the following characteristics:


• Focused on a common purpose
and goals: Employees are focused
on your shared corporate goals. What
they are working on is meaningful and
significant, and becomes the driving
force behind everything that they do.
• Mastery of their roles: Employees become experts in their specific
roles, and appreciative of the roles
other serve, which in turn, give you
an edge on the competition.
• Resilience to change: Employees
develop the flexibility and resilience
to contend with change, challenge
and uncertainty. Even when there
are obstacles that may seem impossible to overcome, the motivation to
achieve the organizational vision is
higher than the urge to avoid the discomfort. With clarity of purpose and
a strong desire to succeed, they surpass the barriers and move forward.
• Highly collaborative teams :
There is no room for a silo mentality where teams closely guard their
expertise, projects and knowledge.
Because your teams are working
toward a common organizational
vision, they feel they are on the same
side. And because this collaboration
is encouraged and rewarded, there is
no reason to protect individual roles,
projects or expertise.
• Pioneer mentality: There is no
room for mediocrity. Instead, teams
are focused on creating something
that has never been created before,
breaking records and achieving
unprecedented results.
The impact of a culture of excellence
lasts for many years. In my own case,
more than 20 years after my experience at
Unilever, I still choose Sunlight dishwashing liquid and many other of their, or as I
like to see it, “my,” products.
The bottom line is this—investing in
your corporate culture could be one of the
biggest rewards you give to your employees
and your organization. In fact, top organizations recognize the connection between
a culture of excellence and success, and
never stop investing in improving their
corporate cultures.
Eitan Sharir is a Vancouver, BC-based corporate culture consultant, leadership coach
and founder of Dynamic Achievement Group
(www.eitansharir.com).
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How Well Do Leaders Communicate Change?
(Survey Reveals Room to Improve—and How)
By John Wright

W

hether it’s due to restructuring, industry upheaval

or leadership, it seems that change is constant in
organizations today. However, while change directly
affects employees and ultimately the
bottom line, according to a recent survey,
less than half of Canadian employees (42
per cent) say that change is communicated
well in their workplace. Communication
handled poorly affects employee engagement, retention of high performers,
creativity and innovation.

Better Workplace
Built on Communication

“58 per cent
of Canadian
employees
don’t feel
change is well
communicated”

According to the Build a Better Workplace
report, a national survey conducted by
the Canadian Management Centre (CMC)
and Ipsos Reid, that figure is just the tip of the iceberg. Amongst
the majority (58 per cent) of Canadian employees who don’t feel
change is well communicated, only 17 per cent support the direction of their organization during times of change and only 26 per
cent would recommend their organization to others.
Contrast those figures with employees who feel that change
is communicated well in their workplace. Amongst the 42 per
cent, 79 per cent support the direction the organization is going
in and 86 per cent would recommend the employer; this definitely helps to attract top talent in today’s competitive business
environment.
What these numbers clearly show is the effect that both good
and bad internal communication during times of change can
have on organizational results. Leadership, both executive and
front-line, is the single most important factor impacting employee
engagement, especially during organizational transition.

Gen X Marks the Discontent
Interestingly, among the generations, Gen X is the demographic
segment most critical of how well managers handle rumours and
messaging: 41 per cent of Gen Xers say their managers do a poor
job, as compared to the Canadian average of 34 per cent. This
segment also has a lower opinion of how well managers involve
employees in solving business problems: 51 per cent, compared
to the average of 55 per cent.
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Millennials on the other hand are most satisfied with
how managers encourage new ideas and promote a culture of
creativity and innovation, at 61 per cent,
trending above the Canadian average of
58 per cent.

Leadership in Times of Change
Leaders today are faced with an increased
urgency to deal with change brought on
by economic instability, demographic
shifts in the workforce, evolving customer
demands and a heightened focus on innovation. These factors are all in turn driving organizations to be more agile, with
a recognition that building an engaged
workforce relies heavily on leadership
behaviour and communication.

Other Key Survey Findings
• When communication of major workplace initiatives is perceived as timely, job satisfaction jumps to 88 per cent, from
an average of 68 per cent; however, when it’s not perceived
as timely, job satisfaction dips to 45 per cent.
• Six in 10 Canadian employees feel their manager does a good
job keeping them informed about the things they need to
know, and this group is also more motivated to excel in the
workplace (81 per cent vs. 68 per cent on average). For those
who don’t feel their manager keeps them informed, they are
less motivated to excel (44 per cent compared to the 68 per
cent average).
• Only 37 per cent of Canadian employees feel their workplace is good at retaining the best staff. This presents a big
risk during times of change and competitors can lure top
talent away.
Based on these findings, here are CMC’s top three tips for
leaders during times of change:

1. Get in front of it. Effective change leadership is about
being proactive. Leaders need to anticipate employee
responses to the change and consider what (if any) resistance

they may face. From there, leaders
can proactively plan strategies to
build commitment and buy-in for the
change, while maintaining employee
engagement.

2. Help employees understand.
Naturally, when change occurs, an
employee is going to be asking ‘how
is this going to impact me?’ It is the
role of the leader to help employees
understand the ‘what’ and ‘why’ of
change. Leaders need to align on key
messages to keep employees informed
of what (exactly) is changing, why
it’s important and/or necessary to
the business, and what the impact
will be on them.

3. Encourage employee involvement. While you need to answer the
‘what’ and ‘why’ of the change, it is
also important to encourage input
from employees on the ‘how’. People
want to be asked to provide feedback
and they want their ideas to be considered. Involvement is a key component
of employee engagement—especially
when it comes to change (so they can
buy-in faster)—and can often lead
to new and creative ideas for how to
achieve desired results.
Engaging employees will guarantee
success in implementing change. However, communicating that change early
and often will increase employee readiness to embrace it.
The Build a Better Workplace survey was
completed by 1,200 Canadian employees
from Millennials to Traditionalists across
15 diverse sectors, including banking,
health and social work and government.
In addition, almost 500 human resources
professionals were surveyed as part of the
research to compare findings. Questions
explored employee perceptions of their
work environment, their relationship
with their boss, whether social media has
impacted how companies need to communicate, and how well leaders inspire
innovation and creativity. For more
information about the report, please visit
www.cmcoutperform.com/BABW

Business
Communications
Our expert instructors provide your employees with practical programs
designed to improve workplace communication and business writing skills.

Courses and programs offered at the UBC Point Grey campus, in downtown
Vancouver at UBC Robson Square, or 100% online include:
• Introduction to Business Writing
• Report and Business Writing
• Collaborative Writing and Writing in Teams
• Preparing Presentations and Public Speaking
• Using Narrative and Storytelling in Corporate Contexts
• NEW UBC Certificate in Professional Communication

cstudies.ubc.ca/wcpt
604.822.9564

John Wright, MBA is the president and
managing director of Canadian Management
Centre (www.cmcoutperform.com), based in
Toronto.
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Informal Leadership Key to
Individual and Team Performance
B y Ky l a N i c h o l s o n , C H R P

I

n the workplace and wider world, we

all belong to teams, and because teams
are relied on to deliver organizational
results, team effectiveness is a focus of
HR and business leaders across all industries. Interestingly, fostering the emergence
of informal team leaders is one way that
organizations can enhance the performance of individuals and teams alike.

Summary
Whether it’s a department, project or
special committee team, we typically see
informal roles emerge within the team
context. While there might be a formal
B y I a n J . C o o k , CH R P
team manager, project leader or committee chair, informal leaders will also arise.
When the leader is busy, these are the
people that the team turns to for answers.
When the leader is seeking to test ideas,
this is who they turn to for thoughts and
suggestions.
The research paper “A Multilevel Investigation of Leader-member Exchange,
Informal Leader Emergence, and Individual and Team Performance” by Zhang,
Waldman, and Wang looks at what
causes these informal leaders to emerge
and, when they do, what happens. The
research explores the role played by the
formal leader and importance of shared
team vision in creating the conditions
for informal team leaders to step up and
impact performance.

Background
A great deal of past research has focused
on team performance, and the findings
from numerous studies show that shared
leadership increases the performance of
the team overall.
When members of a team share leadership, it doesn’t necessarily mean that
everyone on the team is a leader. What
it means is that the team recognizes the
strengths on the team and encourages people to leverage these strengths in different
ways, demonstrating informal leadership.
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This shared leadership allows team members to develop and learn from each other;
it also gives the official manager the opportunity to step out of the micro-manager
trap to truly lead and develop the team.
While HR professionals and team
leaders recognize that shared leadership
brings benefits to team performance and
ultimately organization success, understanding how to create the conditions for
informal leaders to emerge and share leadership remains a challenge.

Related Research Briefing
To find out more about leadermember exchange see “The Role of Job
Embeddedness on Performance.” This
briefing looks at how the relationships
between job embeddedness, leadermember exchange and organization-based
self-esteem impact performance.
Find this research briefing, and others, at:
bchrma.org/resources/knowledge-centre/

Past research on informal leadership
has most often been conducted in the
context of leaderless groups and studied in labs or educational settings. Few
studies have explored the formal leader’s
role in encouraging or discouraging the
emergence of informal leadership. The
research by Zhang, Waldman and Wang
helps to close some of these gaps by
providing insight into the way that formal leaders and shared vision—separately
and together—can promote or inhibit the
emergence of informal leaders on teams
functioning within organizations.

Hypotheses and Results
The researchers tested a number of hypotheses to better understand the relationship
between leader-member exchange, shared
vision and the emergence (or inhibition)
of informal leaders on work teams. They
also looked at the outcomes of informal

team leadership on individual and team
performance. The study participants were
employees in customer service teams at a
large telecommunications company based
in China. Multi-source data was collected
at three points in time from 361 followers
in 74 work teams.

Shared Vision is Essential
One key research finding is that team
shared vision is positively related to
informal leader emergence at the individual level. This may be due to the
manner in which a common vision for team
success reinforces an understanding of
team direction and goals. This provides
team members with the confidence to
take on informal leadership roles that
drive toward these objectives.

Recognizing Informal Leaders
Another key finding is that leadermember exchange is not positively related
to a team member’s emergence as an informal leader as perceived by peers; the effect
of leader-member exchange depends on
the presence or absence of shared team
vision. Team shared vision moderates
the relationship between a member’s
leader-member exchange and his or her
emergence as an informal leader. Particularly in teams with high shared vision,
there is a positive relationship between
leader-member exchange and leader emergence, whereas in teams with low shared
vision, the relationship is negative.
In other words, examining the relationship that the formal leader has with each
of his or her employees is not, in and of
itself, sufficient to predict the emergence
of informal team leaders. Team shared
vision plays a key role in determining the
effect that leader-member exchange will
have on promoting or inhibiting the emergence of informal leaders on a work team.
When there is a high level of shared
team vision, team members with a high
level of leader-member exchange can

increase their credibility as informal
leaders by using the special information,
connections, access to resources and other
relationship benefits gained through
their positive relationship with the formal leader. Information from these high
exchange individuals is more likely to be
accepted, and they are more likely to be
seen as proxies of the leader in this light.

In the Absence of Shared Vision
On teams where there is not a shared
vision, team members will still work
toward goals; however, those goals will
be their perceived goals for the team or
their own goals. Even for team members
that enjoy a positive relationship with
the leader, characterized as one with a
high level of leader-member exchange,
if a shared vision is not present, the rest
of the team is not likely to allow that
team member to emerge as an informal
team leader. This is due to the fractured
understanding of the team goals and the
potential for team members who have a strong
relationship with the leader to be perceived
as using their special status to promote
their own agendas.

A Reciprocity of Leadership

‘Managing’ Informal Leadership

Informal leaders also often gain extra support from their fellow team members due
to the fact that availability encourages a
reciprocity of exchange. Informal leaders
tend to be available to their team members
for advice, instruction and guidance.
In turn, team members may be more
likely to support their informal leaders
when they require help. In other words,
team members reciprocate the positive
relationship with the informal leader and
this becomes a motivator of performance.

Shared vision is not the only determinant
of informal leader emergence, HR must
also support managers to form positive
relationships across the team so that they
can build a cohesive team. This will help
to foster shared vision, informal leader
emergence, and general collaboration
within the team.
To support effective relationship building between formal leaders/managers and
team members the organization may provide training or coaching to help managers
understand what positive leader-member
exchange relationships look like, and how to
build them through ongoing interactions.
Building positive relationships with team
members will help to build an understanding of team member’s strengths, interests
and opportunities for development.
This information can be used by formal
team leaders to provide informal leadership
opportunities to team members based on
their unique knowledge, skills, abilities and
interests (e.g., assign specific project roles,
share team members with task forces, etc.).
Formal leaders can further support team
members in these informal leadership roles
by providing access to information and
resources, as well as tips for communicating
and working with the rest of the team.

Individual and Team Success
Essentially, when informal leaders emerge
their impact within the team raises the
level of team performance. Kozlowski &
Klein saw team performance as an emergent construct that “originates in the
behaviours of individuals, is amplified by
their interactions, and manifests as a high
level, collective phenomenon.”
As this definition and other past
research suggests, as leadership becomes
shared bet ween more people, team
effectiveness grows. As more team members take on informal leadership roles,
effectiveness is further enhanced.

An Opportunity to Step Up
Informal leaders often step in to fill a role
on a team. For example, several days before
an important client deliverable is due the
team leader does not show up at the office.
News quickly spreads that she has fallen ill
and won’t be available to the team for at
least two weeks. The natural reaction of the
team includes concern and perhaps some
panic, but it also includes the tendency to
look to a team member to step in and take
the so-called reins. The person looked to
is most often an informal leader or one in
the making: a person that shares the team
and project vision, has a strong relationship with the leader that provides access to
the resources and relationships needed to
get the job done and who steps up (without even really realizing it) because they
want to see the job done well.
Stepping up is done through a combination of self-motivation, opportunity
or necessity, and the support of the team.
Once they experience acceptance and
success in this new informal role they may
strive to continue to fulfil the role in order
to maintain their informal leadership
status. As such, they will continue to step
in and step up as opportunities arise.

Implications for HR
When it comes down to it, teams get work
done for your organization. Creating an
environment that will elevate team members to become informal leaders is one way
that organizations can improve individual
and team performance alike.
To create the conditions for informal
leaders to emerge, HR can support the
organization to establish practices that
will foster shared vision. Such practices
include:
• Establish the shared vision and goals
for the team at a facilitated meeting
including the formal leader, involved
management and the team.
• Hold quarterly team meetings to
examine how the team is tracking in
terms of its vision and goals. Use these
meetings to identify and discuss barriers to success and engage the team
in solution-finding to determine how
these challenges can be tackled.
• Provide coaching and/or mentoring
to support team leaders and managers to effectively communicate and
reinforce the vision for the organization and the team.


Formal Support Required
As a final thought, HR must be aware of
the reactions that formal leaders and
managers may have to informal leaders.
Open communication, coaching and
mentoring enables formal leaders to recognize the value of informal leadership. This
understanding removes any perceived
threat and encourages formal support
for the emergence of informal leadership
rather than discouragement. Part of this
process is to ensure that formal leaders
are aware of their own opportunities for
development and progression.
Informal leadership can take place on
all sorts of work teams, and employees
at all levels should have access to these
opportunities within the context of their
workplace.
We’d like to hear from you! Tell us how
the insights from this study could affect
change in your organization. Contact us at
research@bchrma.org
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Is Your Workplace
Psychologically Safe?
What Employers Need to Know
B y C o ri M a e d e l , CH R P

D

id you know that mental health
illnesses are the leading cause of

short and long term disability
in Canada and cost employers
almost $20 billion each year in losses?

• The longer someone is away from
work due to illness, the less chance
there is of them successfully returning (six months off – 50 per cent;
nine months off – 10 per cent);

turnover will cost Canadian business
$198B over the next 30 years2; and
• Between 10 per cent and 25 per cent
of mental disability costs that are
directly borne by many employers
could be avoided.

Consider the Following Numbers
• One in five Canadians will experience a mental illness in a given year;
• In 2011, 40 per cent of Canadians
experiencing mental illness were
between the ages of 20-391;
• Mental health problems/illnesses are
a leading cause of disability in Canada, estimated to account for nearly
30 per cent of disability claims and
70 per cent of the total costs;
38 p e o p l e t a l k |
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“a National
Standard has been
developed”
• If unaddressed, the impact of mental
health problems on lost productivity
due to absenteeism, presenteeism and

To help Canadian employers develop
and improve psychologically safe and
healthy working environments, a National
Standard has been developed by the
Mental Health Commission of Canada.
Unlike the recent bullying and harassment legislation (Bill 14), the Standard
has not been legislated, but rather is a
voluntary, user-friendly roadmap that
offers guidance to employers wanting to

improve their work environment, and is
intended to help prevent harm to everyone in the workplace.
Those setting the standards don’t
expect change to happen overnight; neither should employers. The guidelines
recommend a gradual implementation
of small steps towards improvement
done according to an organization’s size
and needs. Some may use the Standard
as a starting point to create policies and
procedures that promote mental health,
while others may use it to build on existing programs or to help create training
programs.

• Reduced risk of legal issues related to
psychological harm to employees.
It also benefits employees, with an
enormous impact on their well-being,
morale, work-life balance and ability to
maximize their performance. The Standard is just a starting point for changing
how mental health and mental illness are
approached in the workplace.
This is the first of a five part-series
exploring the varied impacts of the
National Standard as it applies to wellness

Cori Maedel, CHRP runs the Jouta Performance
Group and has 25 years of diverse professional
experience in HR and business development.
1 (Smetanin, P. et al. 2011. The list
and economic impact of major mental
illnesses in Canada: 2011 to 2041).
2 (Sairanen, Matzanke, D., & Smeall, D. 2011. The
Business Case: Collaborating to help employees
maintain their mental well-being. Healthcare Papers).

workperks
workperks

Who does this impact?
The Standard will be of particular interest to senior executives, as well as human
resources, occupational health and
safety, organizational development, risk
management and employees assistance
professionals.
As for why a national standard is
needed, consider the impact of the
following:
• Adults spend more waking hours in
the workplace than anywhere else;
• Healthy work lives play an essential
part in maintaining positive mental
health;
• The workplace plays a key role in
public health initiatives aimed at promoting mental health and preventing mental illness; and
• The health or harm created in workplaces spills over into the well-being
of families, communities and society
at large.

in the workplace. For further reading visit
HRVoice.org.

quite simply, anywhere.
perks nationwide. online and in your pocket.
WorkPerks® is Canada’s only private,
co-branded employee discount program.
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Tommy Hilfiger

Give your employees instant access to a growing
list of over 1,200 perks for brand name stores, local
shops, tickets, travel and more — redeemable at
over 6,000 locations nationwide.
Let us show you why many of Canada’s top
employers are using WorkPerks® to uniquely enhance
their overall benefits package and help employees
and their families save money every day.
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What are the economic advantages
of implementing the Standard?
For employers, potential advantages
include enhanced competitive advantage
and organizational effectiveness resulting
from:
• Reduced absenteeism, as well as short
and long-term disability costs;
• Increased productivity;
• Improved recruitment and reduced
turnover;
• Higher levels of employee engagement, creativity and innovation;
• Lower rates of error and physical
injuries;
• Greater potential for becoming an
“employer of choice” (enhanced reputation as a good place to work); and

www.venngo.com/bchr
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CHRP update

The Shared
Reward of the
By Maureen Campbell

T

om

Collins said it best: “Excellence must be achieved.

Every person has different reasons and motivations
for pursuing their CHRP designation, each as unique
and compelling as the individual. However, there are a
number of benefits shared by every person pursuing their CHRP
that will reward them for a professional lifetime: satisfaction,
motivation, staying current, increased quality of life, friends,
volunteerism. The list goes on.

The Mark of HR Professionalism
Striving to achieve your CHRP demonstrates your commitment
to the HR profession; it shows your ongoing commitment to
perform at a higher standard. Most importantly, it demonstrates
your knowledge and skills in HR, and acclaims with four letters,
‘this designation proves this individual is among the best HR
professionals across the country.’ It clearly identifies you as a
professional.

Advancing Amidst Change
The importance of HR professionals has never more apparent
than it is today in a rapidly changing 21st century where the
magnitude of just about everything is staggering. Advances in
technology have made the world a very different place than it
was even three years ago. Careers and occupations of previous
years have been replaced with jobs unheard of ten years ago. If
educational experts are correct, we are training our children for
jobs in the future that don’t even exist at the present time. As a
consequence of these technological advancements, the delivery
of education has had to adapt to keep pace with these changes.
As have today’s HR professionals.
More and more, statistics are proving that Canada’s business
leaders know the value of the CHRP designation. According to
Ulrich and Brockbank, contribution to business strategy is HR’s
highest calling and greatest opportunity for impact, accounting
for 43 per cent of HR’s impact on business performance, with
business knowledge accounting for another 11 per cent.

earning potential than HR professionals without the designation. In comparing results for HR professionals with and without
a CHRP over a five-year period, it found CHRPs are promoted
faster, hired by larger organizations and earn more than their
counterparts without a CHRP.

Promoting Overall Excellence
In terms of overall promotions, CHRPs fared considerably better
than non-CHRPs—especially among administrators, generalists and managers. The study also looked at CHRP frequency in
management positions, CHRP prevalence at larger companies,
and CHRP/non-CHRP pay comparisons by Canadian city and
industry. Across the board, CHRPs enjoyed an advantage over
non-designated HR professionals.
These studies are proving that the CHRP is a valuable contributor to any HR career. It improves your skills and knowledge
and shows your peers, counterparts and colleagues your individual competence by validating those skills and knowledge. CHRP
certification stands out on your resume and is a professional reference in and of itself: an impartial, third-party endorsement of
your professional knowledge and experience.

Advancing the CHRP Designation

Moving Forward: Faster, Stronger

Sharon Lee, executive director of CCHRA stated, “Everything
CCHRA does is from a national standpoint. Our ultimate mission and goal is to promote and advance our provincial member
associations in their drive to support their members and the HR
profession.”
CCHRA has been reviewing its Required Professional Capabilities (RPCs) and Book of Knowledge—the professional building
blocks of a CHRP to ensure they meet the needs of the rapidly
changing HR practice. This review, called a Professional Practice
Analysis, or PPA, will ensure maximum linkage between the
RPCs and the current anticipated future professional practice of
human resources in Canada.
John D. Rockefeller said, “Don’t be afraid to give up the good
to go for the great.” The CHRP designation helps you to achieve
some of that greatness!

Canada’s business leaders know the value of the CHRP designation.
According to a study produced by PayScale in 2012 on behalf
of HRPA, CHRPs have increased career opportunities and greater

Maureen Campbell is communications manager for the Canadian
Council of Human Resources Associations.
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raising the bar

Human Rights Tribunal Flexes Power
By Graeme McFarlane

I

s zombie culture spreading to the

courtroom? Issues employers thought
were long dead are coming back to
life and returning to the workforce.
A recent decision by the Ontario Human
Rights Tribunal should strike a fear similar
to the more manifest zombies of the big
and smalls screens.
In the decision of Fair v. HamiltonWentworth District School Board, 2013
HRTO 440, the Ontario Human Rights Tribunal ordered that a non-union employee
be reinstated to her position. This order
was made notwithstanding that it had
been over 10 years since the employee had
left active employment and commenced
disability leave. The Tribunal also ordered
the employer to pay lost wages for almost
11 years of pay.
In the earlier liability decision, the
Tribunal decided that the employer had
failed to properly accommodate the
employee’s anxiety disorder and therefore had discriminated against her pursuant to the Code. The employee’s anxiety
centered on her belief that she could be
found personally liable if she made a mistake discharging her employment duties
as the district’s Supervisor, Regulated Substances, Asbestos.
After receiving disability benefits from
2001 through 2004, the disability insurer
determined that she was capable of gainful employment. The employer concluded
that it was not able to accommodate the
employee in any return to work because her
anxiety was a complete bar to her ability to
work in her field of expertise. The Tribunal
did not accept the employer’s position and
held that the medical evidence only showed
anxiety related to the removal of asbestos.
Accordingly, there were other occupational
health and safety positions available that
could have formed the basis for a reasonable workplace accommodation.
In the damages decision the Tribunal
made a number of important factual conclusions. First, had the employer properly
accommodated the employee, she would
have been returned to full-time employment in June 2003. Second, even though
the complainant made reasonable and
fulsome efforts, she had been unable to

find full-time permanent employment.
Third, had the complainant been properly
accommodated, she would have remained
a District employee from 2003 through
the date of the decision.
The second and third of these conclusions seemed to drive the result. In reaching
the second conclusion, the Tribunal eliminated any possibility of reducing the damage
award for a failure to mitigate her damages.
The third conclusion eliminated a damages
reduction for the “uncertainties” that are
often factored in when determining losses.
The Tribunal then proceeded to award
the complainant $419,000 in back pay. It
also held that the complainant needed to
be “made whole” and directed that she be
re-instated to an accommodated position
with the occupational health and safety
group. Quoting the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in McKinney v. University of
Guelph, [1990] 3 SCR 229 at para. 341:
“It should be noted that the rights
of the appellants which have been
infringed pertain to their dignity and
sense of self-worth and self-esteem as
valued members of the community,
values which are at the very centre of
the Charter. It would be insufficient, in
my view, to make any order which does
not seek to redress the harm which
flows from the violations of this interest. Reinstatement is clearly the most
effective way of righting the wrong that
has been caused.”
Even though the complaint was
filed in 2004 and not heard until June
2012, the Tribunal paid little consideration to the argument that any back pay
award should be reduced because of the
extremely long delay in the proceedings.
The Ontario process changed from a commission based model to a Tribunal process
in 2009. Because of this change the Tribunal concluded, in part, that the matter
may not have been concluded any earlier
because of its complexity and because of
complications arising from the change in
Human Rights models. It focused analysis on the complainant and said that any
delays were not her fault. For unknown


reasons it boldly stated that there would
be no prejudice to the employer in awarding the full amount for back pay.
As far as damages for injury to dignity,
feelings and self-respect, the Tribunal
concluded that an additional award of
$30,000 was necessary.
This case should serve as a warning to
employers that Human Rights Tribunals
have exceptional remedial power. They
can and will return employees to the
workplace even in circumstances where
that employee has been absent from the
workplace for extensive periods. In addition, employers should be mindful of
situations where the adjudication of a case
has been delayed. As time goes on, so do
potential damages increase.
Graeme McFarlane is a partner at Roper
Greyell LLP, a firm focused on partnering with
companies to find solutions to workplace
legal issues.
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Apples to Apples:

Choosing the Right Salary Survey
B y V i n c e n t C h o w a n d P e t e r S a u l n i e r, C H R P

W

hile having reliable salary

information is one of the
fundaments of effective
compensation management, finding the right salary information
can be a challenge for many organizations.
Without it, employers can’t truly compare ‘apples to apples’ to ensure they are
paying the employees fair and competitive salaries—and attracting ripe talent
with the right range of fit.
Here’s what you need to know about
salary surveys in order to pick the right
one for your organization.

Why use salary surveys?
Every organization needs salary information, but not all organizations participate
in salary surveys. Some rely on their connections in the industry, the ‘let me call a
friend of mine’ approach. The usefulness of
this method depends on the connections,
and the results are often not reliable.
A proper salary survey provides HR and
management with accurate and reliable
salary information—without breaching
confidentiality or the worry of wondering if peers are telling the whole truth
about their pay practices. This information is crucial for recruiting and retaining
employees. Managing compensation without proper salary information is a bit like
flying in the dark without radar.
Good data also serves as an important
foundation for an organization’s salary structure design. The ‘call a friend’
approach can work on occasion, but not
as an operational basis. Without a salary
survey, you simply lack sufficient solid
market data across the range of jobs
required to establish an effective salary
structure for your organization.
Lastly, a salary survey provides a
solid basis from which to respond to the
employee who asks, “What have you done
to ensure that you are paying us competitively?” The best answer is always that you
are using appropriate and credible market
salary information to ensure the organization is competitive.
42 p e o p l e t a l k |
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What are the different
kinds of salary surveys?
There are two types of salary surveys:
“closed” and “open”.
In a closed salary survey, participating companies and job matching
methodology are clearly defined. Data is
provided by compensation professionals
in participant organizations, and survey
consultants closely monitor all processes
to ensure participants are comparing
‘apples to apples’. Processed by third party
consultants, some of these surveys can
be purchased by organizations without
participating; some cannot be purchased
by anyone other than the participating
organizations.

“Managing
compensation
without proper
salary information
is a bit like flying
in the dark
without radar.”
Closed surveys can be large scale, general, industry-wide—or comprise only a
small group of organizations; the latter is
usually known as a customized survey or a
peer group survey. The cost of a customized
survey is usually paid by one sponsoring
organization or shared by the participants.
An open salary survey—most often
posted by recruiting agencies, professional associations or online survey
companies—is based on self-reporting by
many individuals. It is harder to monitor
how individuals match their own data,
and these surveys usually do not represent an appropriate market for a company.

While they may be readily available, they
are usually not the best means available to
determine employee salary increases, let
alone create company salary structures.

Criteria for comparing
and choosing surveys
When it comes to comparing and choosing salary surveys, there are several
important criteria:
Participants / Peer Group – This is
probably the most important criterion.
The whole point of salary surveys is to
compare your organization’s pay practices
with appropriate peer organizations. The
first thing you need to review is which
organizations participate in a salary survey. Make sure that the organizations
are comparative to your own in terms of
industry, location and size.
Jobs Surveyed – Review the list of job
titles included in a survey, as well as the
detailed job descriptions, to make sure that
they are appropriate matches to your organization’s roles. Very rarely will you find
surveys with exactly the same jobs as in
your organization, either by title or content. The rule of thumb is that so long as 80
per cent of the job content is the same, it is
likely to provide a reasonable job match.
Methodology – Different surveys have different methodologies to organize their jobs
and design their matching process. Some
surveys use job titles and job descriptions.
Some utilize the concept of job families and
career bands or levels. Find a survey that
has the methodology that is most intuitive
for your organization’s needs.
Data Points and Breakdown – Do you
need just salary information? Or, do you
also need bonus, long term incentive and
other cash award information? You should
review what kind of data breakdown
(“data cuts”) each survey has, and how
it presents the results. What type of data
breakdown do you require? By geographic
area? Size? Industry? Does it have the
geographic or industry cuts you need?
Delivery Method – Does it provide you
with a print version (e.g. pdf) or with a

spreadsheet? Do you require web access for
checking the survey database from time to
time? This may not be a deal breaker when
it comes to choosing the right survey, but
it’s good to know in advance what you’ll
be getting, to save time and hassle in
utilizing the results.

general corporate functions including
finance, HR and IT.
While the ideal is to find a survey that
can capture all roles in your organization,
often enough organizations need to participate and purchase multiple surveys to
capture sufficient role relevant data.

Fees? All factors being equal, choose
the surveys that fit your budget.

Where to look then?

One tip to get your salary survey budget
approved: present the survey cost as a
percentage of your overall payroll budget.
Compared to the overall payroll budget,
salary survey costs are usually small and
by all accounts a very good investment
to ensure your organization spends its
payroll costs wisely.

How many surveys do you need?
Using more surveys obviously provides
more data for your compensation management. They can also add more cost and
require more participation time.
Many organizations use at least two
surveys: one for their industry-specific
(operational) roles; and another for their

One of the easiest ways to find out which
surveys are the right match for your organization is to simply call your competitors
or peer organizations, particularly when
it comes to jobs in your specific industry.
Here is where the call a friend approach
works very well.
Often there are salary surveys designed
specifically for your industry. If so, no
need to reinvent the wheel. Choose the
most appropriate one and participate.
If you do not find a good survey
match already exists—or your organization’s survey needs are unique—consider
organizing a customized salary survey.
Customized surveys usually cost more but
allow you to tailor every part of the survey,
including the jobs surveyed, participant

base and data points collected. As such,
they also provide a much more focused
view of the market relative to industry and
geography.

Commit to a fair and
competitive pay program
Selecting the right salary surveys to participate in and purchase is a commitment
for any organization in terms of the cost
and time spent. More importantly, it is a
commitment to employees that your organization is doing its job to ensure a fair
and competitive salary program.
Following the criteria above, you will
be able to choose the right salary surveys
for your organization and take your first
step towards establishing an effective pay
program.
Peter Saulnier, CHRP (Peter.Saulnier@
LoganHR.com) and Vincent Chow (Vincent.
Chow@LoganHR.com) are partners with
Logan HR Management Inc., a consulting firm
specializing in career transition (outplacement), compensation, and performance
management.

CHRPs at Best Buy Canada’s Head-office

Best Buy Canada built its success on recruiting the
best and building a strong corporate culture. That
starts in our HR department with our CHRPs.
— Chris Taylor, VP, Human Resources, Best Buy Canada

Discover the CHRP Designation at bchrma.org/chrp
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Temporary Foreign Workers: Facts and Furor
By Jock Finlayson

C

anada has a long tradition of

attracting immigrants to become
permanent residents. In many
ways, immigration built this
country and was the foundation for much
of the growth in the post-war era.

More Mobile Migrations
The context for international migration,
however, is changing. Greater international mobility, instant access to information from around the world, increasingly
seamless connectivity and growing
trade flows have all made international
migration a possibility for a rising share
of the world’s population. The result is
an increase in the volume and types of
movement of people between jurisdictions. This includes substantial numbers
of “temporary” migrants who come to
relatively affluent countries like Canada
for work or education.

More Temporary
Foreign Workers (TFWs)
While Canadian immigration policy
remains focused on permanent settlement,
recent years have seen a noticeable jump
in “temporary foreign workers” (TFWs). By
2011, the stock of TFWs in Canada stood
at 300,000, up from 141,000 in 2005. This
trend reflects several factors:

1. the country’s aging population;
2. the existence of skill shortages in
3.
4.

some occupations;
more general labour shortages in certain regions; and
surges in labour demand occasioned
by major project development in
resource-related industries—particularly in Western Canada.

An About Face On TFWs
The presence of TFWs in Canada has
sparked unfavourable public commentary and a growing political debate. Having relaxed the rules to ease the entry of
foreign workers only a few years ago, by
the spring of 2013 the Harper government
reversed course—in the face of a handful
of well-publicized cases where it seemed
44 p e o p l e t a l k |
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that TFWs were gaining employment at
the expense of Canadians.
Thus, in April the federal government
toughened the rules for employers wanting to bring in non-permanent foreign
personnel. Henceforth, TFWs will have to
be paid the “prevailing wage rate” where
previously there was scope to pay some of
them a bit less. Employers won’t be permitted to make use of TFWs as part of an effort
to “outsource” Canadian-based jobs. Most
importantly, the government is re-assessing the process by which it issues a Labour
Market Opinion (LMO), enabling an
employer to use TFWs to fill vacant positions. In general, the government will issue
a positive LMO only when the employer
applicant has demonstrated that it has
made an effort to find a suitably qualified
Canadian for the job. Looking ahead, the
requirements to obtain a positive LMO are
expected to become more stringent.

Facts Suggest Fears Exaggerated
This raises a question that hasn’t been
addressed in the many media reports on
TFWs: what kinds of people are actually
entering Canada under this program? A
close look at the data suggests that the
fears surrounding the TFW program are
exaggerated.
Recall that by 2011, some 300,000
TFWs were in the country. Of these, 36,000
were here according to the provisions of
international trade agreements to which
Canada is a party. This includes 21,000
individuals working in Canada under
rules established by the North American
Free Trade Agreement to facilitate labour
mobility and the entry of business visitors
and intra-company transferees within the
NAFTA region.
Another 25,000 TFWs were here under a
special program for “live-in caregivers” who
look after children or provide assistance to
disabled and elderly Canadians. These are
jobs that few Canadians want to take.
Approximately 24,000 TFWs are temporary agricultural workers that many
farmers depend on harvest their crops and
undertake other seasonal work that Canadians aren’t interested in doing.

More than 65,000 foreign workers are
in Canada as part of reciprocal arrangements with other developed countries
whereby young adults can obtain one or
two-year visas to work in the other country. Britain and Australia are countries
with which Canada has long maintained
such labour reciprocity agreements. These
kinds of exchange programs provide
young Canadians with opportunities to
travel and gain cultural and work experience abroad. In return, we provide similar
opportunities to young people from other
countries.
Some 36,000 foreigners classified
as TFWs are actually highly-qualified
researchers, university instructors, physicians and other health personnel who are
permitted to spend time working in Canada. These individuals make important
contributions to Canadian research and
health care institutions. Because those in
this category are entitled to be accompanied by their spouses while in Canada,
this pushes up the number of TFWs by
another 20,000 or so.

Misperception Denies Data
Add it all up, and it turns out that
perhaps 100,000-125,000 of the 300,000
T F Ws in Canada entered based on
applications from employers seeking a
positive LMO from the federal government. This includes temporary foreign
workers employed by mining and energy
companies, restaurant and foodservice
establishments, the construction sector,
and tourism operators.
While it is legitimate to ask to what
extent public policy should allow Canadian industries to become dependent on
large-scale pools of TFWs to run their
operations, a look at the actual breakdown
is key. The data indicates that temporary
foreign workers are making a useful contribution to our economy and occupy only
a small position in the overall Canada
labour market which now consists of 17.7
million employed individuals.
Jock Finlayson is the executive vice-president
of the Business Council of BC.

Pension Payments: Outsourcing For Good Reason
By Sandra Sutton

P

rocessing pension payments accurately and on time is a

priority for most organizations despite being an administrative task that can sideline strategic pay and HR
resources. That said, the responsibility for managing the
paying of pensioners is only expected to grow. At present, Canadian organizations will process pension payments for more than
2.5 million retired employees, a number forecasted to increase by
3.4 per cent annually for the next two decades1.
As baby boomers retire in droves, forward-thinking Canadian
companies are searching for viable ways to keep their pension payments simple, economical and compliant—while allowing their pay
and HR professionals to focus on core responsibilities and strategic
objectives. Herein lies the case for separating pension payments
from core payroll administration and processing and determining
what to look for in an outsourced pension payments provider.

“outsourced pension
payments helps HR
get back to business”

Separating and outsourcing pension payroll administration
and processing also delivers specific legal advantages. Outsourcing pension payments backed by compliance experts effectively
relieves the worry and legwork of staying current with regulations and eliminates the burden of applying updates to existing
processes—not to mention the legal risks associated with unintentional non-compliance.
Finally, outsourcing can help ensure that an organization’s
pensioners receive reliable, dedicated service, access to information and immediate answers to their questions or concerns.

Key Questions for Prospective Partners
When analyzing prospective pension payments partners, there
are several fundamental provisions to consider. Payroll and HR
decision makers, in organizations large or small, should ask
themselves the following questions:

1. Are the partner’s pension payroll administration and processing

2.
3.

The Case for Separation
When you separate and delegate pension payroll administration
and processing to a third-party there is a positive impact for both
the organization and the pensioner. By removing the burden of
managing two payrolls, companies can effectively streamline
operations, stay compliant as payroll legislation evolves and ensure
quality of service and payroll accuracy for pensioners.
An analysis of how much time a payroll team spends on pension payroll—from administering, processing, reporting and
managing inquiries—reveals clear time and cost-savings gained
through outsourcing. In fact, when pension payroll administration and processing is outsourced, pay departments gain an average of 31 minutes per pensioner per year2.
Ultimately, separating and outsourcing managed pension
payments keeps financials and reporting clean. With pension
payroll costs independently tracked and reported, auditing and
reporting is simplified. As a result, administrators can afford to
spend more time servicing the needs of their company’s active
employee base.
Outsourcing also allows companies to benefit from economies of scale. As more employees retire, organizations are able to
rely on a predictable, fixed cost per pensioner.
Furthermore, when organizations factor in the IT time and
expenses associated with maintaining technology in-house,
adapting applications to support pension payment needs and
evolving legislative requirements, the cost benefits of partnering
with a pension payments partner become even more apparent.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

services backed with dedicated, seasoned experts and supported
with Canadian-hosted technology that caters to the specific
demands of pension payroll and legislative requirements?
Are the partner’s solutions and services easily scalable to any
number of pensioners?
Does the partner provide flexible customer service to
respond to the diverse demands of pensioners?
Does the partner’s solution provide mandatory management
and key performance reports?
Does the partner provide management of year-end tax
reporting services?
Does the partner provide cheques or direct deposits with
statements?
Does the partner facilitate event communications from the
plan sponsor to pensioner?
How will the partner ensure a seamless transition for pensioners when converting from an in-house to an outsourced
solution?

Bottom Line: Fresh Focus
When pension payments are outsourced, payroll and HR teams
can refocus on delivering exceptional employee customer service.
With newfound time, company resources can concentrate on
core payroll delivery, employee engagement programs, recruitment strategies and benefit offerings. Ultimately, outsourced
pension payments help HR get back to business.
Sandra Sutton, director of corporate development at Ceridian Canada
(www.ceridian.ca), is responsible for bringing innovative, in-demand
products and services to the Canadian Human Capital Management
market.
1 Source: Statistics Canada
2 Source: Ceridian Canada – Managed Pension Payments clients 2012/2013
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voice and vision

an exclusive PeopleTalk interview

Cindy Dopson, CHRP:
HR Professional of the Year

“Know Your Business”

As BC HRMA’s 2013 Award of Excellence: HR Professional of the Year, Cindy Dopson holds firm her belief of HR professionals also being
business professionals. With an MBA, the CHRP designation and 15 years of both operations and HR experience, Cindy has modeled her own
wisdom throughout her career. Prior to joining the BC Cancer Foundation as director, human resources in 2009, Cindy led HR teams at TELUS
Communications where she drove a number of innovative and winning-programs.

What brought you to HR and how has
that world changed most?
I started out doing corporate training. I
loved the idea of giving new employees
their first experience in an organization—
and of having fun with them while setting them up to be successful in their new
jobs.
I had an amazing mentor in my vice
president at the time, Josh Blair, who
encouraged me to do an MBA in HR
Management. Completing that degree
changed my awareness of what’s possible
in the world of HR. It opened my eyes to
the degree to which we can influence the
success of a business overall.

be the stories of the Rising Star award
finalists. Seeing the passion and energy
that Nilesh, Sabrina and Sarina have for
this profession, and hearing how much
they have accomplished so early in their
careers, excites and inspires me – and
gives me great confidence in the future of
human resources as a profession.

As the theme of our Fall 2013 issue is
“Diversity and Dividends”, how does
diversity help fuel the innovative
potential of a workplace?

What is the best way to build the
business case for HR?
Know your business—not just the HR
business, but truly know and understand
the business drivers for your organization.
When you really understand that, you
will develop HR solutions that not only
align to the business strategy, but enhance
it—and those solutions are easy to make a
business case for.
Involve yourself in things that wouldn’t
traditionally be considered HR. Establish a
reputation for being able to contribute on
many levels of the organization. When
you do that, you have more credibility for
anything you want to initiate.

What aspect or words of wisdom
from the 51st Annual BC HRMA
Conference and Tradeshow inspired
you most?
I attended many incredible sessions at the
conference that gave me practical ideas
and information, were thought provoking
and energized me. If I have to say what
inspired me the most, I think it would
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focused on technical HR administration;
the shift in thinking of so many executive
teams about the value of HR; the thought
leadership that is happening within BC
HRMA between members and the association; and the inspiration of those trying
new and different ways.
I am really excited about the path we’re
on.

What remains the most enduring
challenge for HR—and where do you
see the greatest opportunity?
I think we still have a long way to go in
the shift from policy-makers and policypolice to business-enhancers. Besides our
own choices, a number of things get in the
way of that —like labour laws that struggle
to keep up with changing technology and
changing culture.
I see so many opportunities though:
the availability of better HR educational
opportunities that are focused on understanding impact and business rather than

I love that we are starting to look at diversity through many lenses—beyond culture or gender—and becoming aware of
all the ways that each of us brings unique
perspectives and viewpoints to the world
around us.
Truly capitalizing on diversity goes
beyond hiring practices – it’s finding ways
that enable all those perspectives to have
a voice in an organization. If we believe
that innovations comes from thinking
differently about the challenges we face,
then having different thinking around the
table is the most likely way to get there.
The challenge for us in HR is to find
ways to systemically support and encourage such diversity throughout the organization—and to ensure that it becomes a
living part of the culture.

What piece of advice do you wish
someone had given you earlier in
your career?
Remember to live in the moment. You will
have lots of time to do all the things you
want to accomplish, you don’t need to do
everything today!
In fact, I probably still need that
advice…maybe a daily reminder.
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I

t’s under fire from environmentalists,
residents and now a municipal council,
but Fraser Surrey Docks’ proposed coal
expansion has a significant upside for the
local economy.
so says the marine terminal’s ceo Jeff
Scott, who pointed out that the project will
be safe and provide much-needed jobs for a
workforce that has shrunk by more than half
in the past five years.
In an interview with Business in Vancouver, scott stressed again that the controversial coal expansion proposal – which
includes installing an unloading pit, reworking existing rail lines and adding a
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barge loader, amongst other work – will add
50 cumulative jobs at the dock and related
companies.
scott added that those 50 jobs are critical
for the beleaguered port. since 2008, the
Fraser surrey Docks’ workforce has shrunk
from 500 to 230 due to sharp drops in lumber, pulp and steel exports.
continued on page 4
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